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During Month Of March
Consumer Prices Up 1 Percent
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Consumer
prices increased another 1 percent in
March, led by sharply higher prices for
food, housing, clothing and gasoline,
the government said today.
It said gasoline prices rose 3.8 per-
cent, the largest monthly jump in
nearly four years. Both housing and
food costs were up by 1 percent.
The March increase in the Consumer
Price Index, which followed a 1.2
percent rise in February, means that
the nation's 35 million Social Security
recipients will receive a 9.9 percent
increase in benefits to offset the impact
of inflation in the past year, officials
said.
The average benefit will be increased
by about $25, to $283 a month. Checks
reflecting increases will go out
beginning in July.
Although the increase in the Con-
sumer Price Index was less than in
February, it was still at a level that
endangers the success of the Carter
administratiort's anti-inflation
program.
Prices during the first three months
of 1979 increased at an annual rate of 13
percent, the highest quarterly rise in
41-2 years and far above the ad-
ministration's target for this year of 7.4
percent.
The increase for the 12-month period
ending in March was 10.2 percent.
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Partial clearing and cooler
tonight. Lows in the low to mid
40s. Partly sunny and cooler
Friday. Highs in the upper 50s.
Kentucky's extended weather
outlook for Saturday thaough
Monday calls for partly sunny
skies through the period. Lows
from the upper 30s Saturday to
around 50 Monday. Highs in the
60s and 70s.
Horoscope
One of President Carter's top in-
flation advisers, Barry Bosworth, told
The Associated Press Wednesday that
if inflation does not begin to cool soon, 
it
is likely to get much worse as worker
s
demand steadily higher wages to keep
pace with steadily rising prices.
At a Democratic fund-raising dinner
in Bedford, N.H., Wednesday night,
Carter also warned of further price
increases.
"Inflation is bad and it will be months
at the very least before it gets sub-
stantially better," the president said.
"Frankly, we will continue to see
discouraging price figures coming out
for some time to come."
In its report today, the Labor
Department said workers' spendable
earnings dropped another 0.1 percent in
March because of rising inflation. That
Friday Is Last Day
To Register To Vote
In Primary Election
Friday, April 27,1s the last day to
register to vote in the May 29 Primary
election, according to Calloway County
Clerk Marvin Harris.
Harris said that the registration
books will be closed April 30 through
June 5.
Those wishing to register to vote
must be 18 years of age by Nov. 6, 1979,
and must have been a resident of
Calloway County for at least 30 days.
Persons should bring their Social
Security card when they come to the
office to register.
The clerk's office, which is located in
the courthouse, is open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Thursday and 8 a.m.




The Calloway County Band has
planned a special fund-raising project
to help send the band to camp for the
summer. Tickets for a Honda Express,
donated by Overby Honda, will be sold
starting Friday, April 27.
Officials said the Honda will be given
away at the Band Banquet to be held
Saturday, May 12, and that the winner
will be contacted immediately after he
is determined.
Tickets can be purchased from any
band member, band booster, at either
of the downtown branches of the Bank
of Murray or. Peoples Bank, or at
Overby Honda.
raised the total lost buying power of
paychecks in the last year to an even 2
percent.
The department gave this breakdown
on price increases for various
categories in March, compared with
the previous month, followed by the
total increase over the 12 months from
March 1978:
-Food and beverages, 1 percent,
down from 1.6 percent in February and
up 12.5 percent for the 12-month period.
-Housing, 1 percent, down from 1.3
in February and up 10,6 percent for the
year.
-Apparel and upkeep, 1.5 percent, up
from 0.3 in February and up 5 percent
for the year.
-Transportation, 1.2 percent, up
from 1.1 percent in February and an
increase of 10.1 percent for the year.
-Medical care, 0,6 percent, the same
as in February and an increase of 9
percent for the year.
-Entertainment, 0.9 percent, up
from 0.4 percent in February and an
increase of 6.1 percent for the year.
-Other goods and services, 0.6
percent, down from 0.7 percent in
February and an increase of 7.5 percent
for the year.
The Labor Department said the
Consumer Price Index in March stood
at 209.1, meaning that goods 'and ser-
vices priced at $100 in 1967 had in-
creased to $209.10 last month.
The department said a 2.7 percent
increase in meat prices accounted for
most of the rise in overall food costs.
Beef and poultry prices increased
sharply for the sixth consecutive
month.
There also were increases in the price
of eggs, pork, fresh fruits and dairy
products. However, prices for fresh
vegetables declined sharply, reflecting
an increase in supplies of lettuce and
tomatoes because of improved weather
conditions, the department said.
The department said the increase in
housing costs resulted from a 1.6
percent increase in mortgage interest
rates and an 0.9 percent rise in housing
prices.
The 3.8 percent in gasoline prices was
the largest for any single month since
July 1975 and reflected the world oil
supply problems.
Officials said the maximum Social
Security benefit for an individual will
increase by $50 to to a total of $553
monthly. Average benefits for an
elderly couple will rise $43 to a total of
$482.
The 9.9 percent increase in Social
Security benefits will cost the.
retirement system $10.2 billion and will
be the largest yearly rise since
Congress voted to provide automatic
increases to help offset the effects of
inflation. The 1978 increase was 6.5
percent.
Supplemental Social Security
benefits for 4.5 million persons are
increased by the same percentage as
regular Social Security payments.
Benefit Increase To Hike
Social Security Checks
WASHINGTON (AP) - The average
elderly Social Security beneficiary will
find $25 extra in his government cheek
this July and some will get up' eo $50
more as a result of the automatic 9.9
percent benefit increase announced
today.
The record increase, which will cost
the Social Security trust funds $10.2
billion, came automatically as a result
of the rise in the Consumer Price Index
in the first quarter of this year over the
same period in 1978.
An estimated 35 million retired oi•
disabled workers and their families and
survivors will get the increase in their
July checks. Benefits also will go up 9.9
percent for about 5 million Sup-
plemental Security Income recjpients
at a cost or$415 million.
Here is a list of the benefit increases:
The maximum monthly benefit fie a
worker retiring at age 65 in 1979 will
jump from $503.40 to $553.30. The
, 
minimum benefit for a 65-year-old
worker will go from $121.80 to $133.90.
The average benefit for a retired
worker alone will go from $258 to $283.
For an elderly couple, both getting
benefits, it will go from $439 to $482.
For a mother with two children on
Social Security, benefits will jump from
$514 to $674. For an aged widow, it will
rise from $243 to $267. For a disabled
worker with a wife and children, it will
go from $581 to $639.
The average benefit for all disabled
workers. will jump from $291 to $320.
The SSI payments, which go to the
elderly, blind and disabled who are
needy, will climb from $189.40 to $208.20
for an individual, and from $284.10 to
$312.30 for a couple. Most states sup=`-'-
plement these payments.
Last year's cost of living increase
was 6.5 percent. This is the fifth annual
automatic cost-of-living increase and
exceeds the previous high of 8 percent
in 1975.
Four Murrayans Participate In Statewide
Banking Seminar At Lake Barkley Lodge
- -Four Murrayans were among 50
representatives of banks, savings and
lending organizations participating in a
statewide banking seminar held this
week at lake Barkley State Park
Lodge, Cadiz.
' They Were: Joe Dick, president,
Bank of Murray; Ray Karraker,
controller also from the Bank of
Murray; H. Glenn Doran, chief
executive officer, Peoples Bank; and
Harold G. Doran Jr., assistant v.ce
president of the Peoples Bank. -
The day-and-a-half seminar, on-
ducted by the department of economics
fit Murray State University, dealt with
BANKING SEMINAR:Discussing the impact of steadily increasing interest rates on the banking industry al a recent
state-wide banking seminar at Kentucky's Lake Barkley State Park is Dr. Denis S. Karnosky, second from right, seated
vice-president of the Federal Reserve Bank in St. Louis and ktne of the seminar's five leaders. The others are, from
State Senator Pat McCuiston, Pembroke, Ky., president ofthe-Kentucky Bankers Association; Or. George A
LeMaistre, Tuscaloosa, Ala., past chairman of the Federial Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and Bob Gilliam
Nashville, executive director of the Termessee Bankers Association. Presiding is fames A. Davis, former chairman of
the board and president of the Central Bank and Trust Company, Owensboro. The seminar was conducted by the
Department of Economic s at Murray State University.
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the impact steadily increasing interest
rates are expticted to have on die
banking industry.
The seminar leaders included James
A. Davis, Point Clear, Ala.; Bob
Gilliam, Nashville, Tenn.; Denis S.
Karnosky, St. Louis, Mo.; and Dr.
George A. LeMaistre, Tuscaloosa,
Ala.; and State Sen. Pat McCuiston,
Pembroke.
Davis, a former member of the board
of regents at Murray State, was
chairman of the board and president of
Central Bank and Trust Co. in Owen-
sboro. Gilliam is exeuctive director of
the Tennessee Bankers Association.
Karnosky joined the research
department of the Federal Reserve
Bank in St. Louis in 1967 an in 1974 was
promoted to senior economist. He
became vice president in 1976.
LeMaistre, professor of law and
holder of the Alabama Bankers
Association Foundation Chair of
Banking at the University of Alabama,
is the inunediate past chairman of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC), is a past president of the
Alabama Bankers Association. He also
LS -former vice president of the
Government Relations Couna of the
American 13ankers Association.
McCuiston is the president of the
Kentucky Bankers AssociAtion as well
. as president of the Planters Bank of
Todd County.
Among topics discussed were
managing banks in the face of high
interest , rates, problems of the
regulator in the face of high interest
rates and the cost of money past,
present and future. Each session was
followed by a panel discussion with the
seminar leaders serving as panelistit
PRESENTATION --Mrs. Mia Wilson, president of the Murray chapter of
the National Secretaries Association, presents an oil painting entitled
'Dignity and Poise' by Ken Holland of Benton to Dr. LaVerne Ryan, coor-
dinator of the CPS program, and Dr. Jules Harcourt, chairman of the Murray
State University department of business education and office ad-
ministration. The painting, presented this week for Secretary's Week, was
presented to the department in appreciation for its coordination of CPS
review courses and examination center and for contributions it continously
makes to the secretary profession. The National Secretary Association's
Executive Night Banquet will be held at 6:30 tonight at the Branch Bank of
Murray. The 'Secretary of the Year' will be named at the banquet.
Staff Photo by Matt,Sandrrs
More Than 1,200 To
Take Part In FFA Day
More than 1,200 Future Farmers of
America from West Kentucky,
Illinois, Missouri, Indiana and Te,i-
nessee chapters are expected at
Murray StateUniversity Friday, April
27, to compete in the university's are
nual FFA Field Day competitions.
The youngsters will be competing in
23 basic team and individual events
with trophies being provided by a
number of Mayfield, Murray and
Paducah business firms.
Nine judging events will include four
classes in both general livestock and
dairy,, soils, horticulture, burley and
dark fired tobacco and seed and Weed
identification. 'Other events will in-
clude: tractor driving and trouble
shooting, ,tobacco auctioneering and
horsemanship.
Judging the events, which are
scheduled to start at 10 a.m. at the West
Kentucky Exposition Center west of the
campus, will be:
Tractor driving - Danny Heltsley,
West Kentucky Production Credit
Association representative, Hopkin-
sville ; Charles Magness, executive vice
president, Jackson Purchase Credit
Association, Mayfield; and Howard
Steely, vice-president, Bank of Murray.
Dairy - Larry Mutter, Kentucky
executive secretary of the Holstein
Cattle Club, Glasgow.
General Livestock - Jahn D. Bartee,
Production Credit Association, Elkton.
Horsemanship- Mrs. Jane Caldwell,
Paris, Tenn.
Tobacco Grading - W. C. Pritchard,
circuit supervisor with the Tobacco
Division of the Agriculture Marketing
Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Wingo.
Tobacco Auctioneering - John
Irvan, leaf supervisor, and Mitchell
Story, buyer representative, both with
the U.S. Tobacco Company, and Gene
Tarry, retired assistant district
supervisor with the Tobacco Division of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture's
Agriculture Marketing Service. All are
from Murray.
Soils - Maurice Humphrey, Soil
Cor,servation Service, .Murray.
Mark Williams, a senior agriculture
major from Golconda, ill., is the over-
all chairman for the event, which is
sponsored each year by the university's
Department of Agriculture ' and
Agriculture \ Club.
Last year,,the Symsonia High School
chapter compiled 3,928 points to cap-....,
ture the event's prestigious all-events
trophy. The Caldwell County chapter
was second with 3,755 points, and the
Farmington chapter was third with
3,692.
Registration will, be from 7:30 until
9:45 a.m., at which time Dr. Con-
stantine W. Curris, president of the
university, will Welcome the con-
testants, their instructors and the
chapter "sweethearts" to the campus.
1(.12:30 p.m., the judges will give the
reasons for their placings in the dairy.
swine and- beef competitions, and the-
annual awards ceremony is scheduled
to begin at 1:15p.m.
During the period the judges are
arriaing at their decisions, a calf roping
contest for girls and a bucking machine
riding contest will be conducte by the
university's rodeo club. Each hapter
may enter one contestant in ach
contest.
The public is invited to watch the
competitions. Lunch, provided- by the





Two members of the Calloway
County Chapter-of-Future-Farmers-4
America have been notified that they
have been selected as candidates for
the American Farmer Degree.
Mark Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Wilson of Murray, Route 3, and
Shea Sykes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Buddy
Sykes of Murray, are the two members
who will be receiving the honor, the
highest degree' an FFA member may
receive in the nation. This honor goes to
only one of every 1001 FFA members
each year. This year Kentucky only has
17 members to receive the American
Farmer Degree.
These two members will be
recognized at the annual Kentucky
State FFA Convention in Louisville on
June 8 and will travel to Kansas City,
Mo. in November to receive this highest
degree of the FFA.
USDA Approves Loan,
Grant For South 641
Hazel Water District
The. Farmers Home Administration
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture
has approved a loan of $472,000 and a
grant of $660,000 to the South 641 Water
District in Hazel for water and sewer
system improvements, merger, .and
extensions. The office of U.S. Rep.
Carrell Hubbard made ,the an-
nouncement this morning.
The loan- and grant will enable the
district to construct about 12 nljösof
additional water lines, one master
meter, booarg station, and a 75,000-
gallon.elevated storage tank. The city's
sewer system will be renovated by
adding 4,500 feet of collection lirais, a
lift station, and addition of chlorination
to the treatment facility.
Forty new water users will be added
making a total of 266 subscribers and
216 users for sewer.
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Philis Alvic Selected As
Craftsman For Crafts Show
St. Louis, Missouri — Philis
Alvic of 1622 Miller Ave.,
Murray, Ky., has been
selected as one of the 300
outstanding professional
craftsmen who will par-
ticipate in the Spring Market
of American Crafts, to be held
in the Cervantes Convention
Center in Downtown St. Louis,
May 3-6.
The buried show, sponsored
by American Craft Enter-
prises, Inc., marketing arm of
the prestigious American
Crafts Council, is expected to
furnish a new direction in
American crafts for both St.
Louis. and the organization,
whose membership tops
35,000. It will be the Midwest's
first wholesale craft market.
American Craft Enterprises'
other events, held in
Rhinebeck, N.Y., Baltimore
and San Francisco, are the
nation's largest craft
marketing events; sales
figures reach at least
610,000,00D each year, ac-
cording to Carol Sedestrorn,
president of A.C.E.
The pioneer event, planned
in centrally-located St. Louis,
will feature an extensive
collection of fine quality
American crafts presented by
crafts people from 28 states.
Thursday May 3 and Friday
May 4 will be reserved ex-
clusively "For The Trade."
PHIL'S ALVIC works on one of her woven wall
hangings at her loom in her studio in Murray. She will
participate in the spring market of American Crafts at
St. Louis, Mo., May 3 to 6.
Approximately 8000 buying
concerns attend A.C.E. events
each year, including srnall
craft shops, galleries, gift and





Saturday May 5 and Sunday
May 6, the Spring Market will
open to the public, providing
St. Louis with a unique gift-
buying opportunity the week
before Mother's Day.
Philis Alvic is known in this
area for her vioven wall
hangings. She has shown her
work nationally during the
past years, and recently had a
one person show at the Cof-
feetrees Gallery in downtown
Louisville. Philis Alvic is a
native of Chicago, Illinois, and
received her Bachelor's
Degree from the Art Institute
of Chicago. She currently
maintains a studio in Murray,
Pre-registration material is
available for buyers from:
American Craft Enterprises,
Inc., P.O. Box 10, New Paltz,
N.Y. 12561. The event is open
to the public on May 5 and 6
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., and
admission is 82.
American Craft Enterprises
is devoted to the promotion
and marketing of the work of
craftspeople in America.
Over 250 Boys And Girls To
Participate In Events Here
By Kim Goheen
More than 250 mentally
handicapped boys and girls
from throughout Western
Kentucky will gather in Roy
Stewart Stadium on the
campus of Murray State
.University on Friday, April 27,
--for the Spring Special
• Olympics. The event has
become an annual--affair
tinder the sponsorship of the
Western Kentucky Regional
Mental •Health-Mental
Retardation Board, Inc. and
Murray State University.
There is an unique at-
mosphere that permeates the
Spring. Special Olympic
games. Nobody is really
trying to just be winners.
There is no -false starts."
The times for the distance
runners may not go down in
the annuals of sports history,
but the -fact remains, just
being able to be in the Special
Olympics makes winners of
all the kids involved.
Compared to the Olympic
games most people
throughout the world are
familiar with, the athletes at
Murray State University
Friday wI1Yan inferior lot.
But then it's no..trick to win the
long jump when you've got
two legs and neither one of
them is metal. It's no
achievement to win the mile
when you can see which way
to run. But the undeniable fact
is that the athletes in the
Spring Special Olympics will
Postmaster Gilliam•. ,
To Speak At Meet
Local Chapter No. 853 of the National Association of
Retired Federal Employees will meet Friday, April 27, at 10
a.m. in the Executive Room of the Woodmen of the World
Building with Murray Postmaster Virgil Gilliam as speaker.
At the committee meeting on April 19 the group agreed to
have each member write a letter to the Congressman and
Senators urging them-ta vote. againct ihe_prnposed bill to
unite the Federal Retiree Program with Social Security,
accui ding to Robert Douglass, Chapter president, who also
urges all members to attend the Friday meeting.
be proud just to simply finish
the race, or complete the
event they're entered in.
The athletes competing
Friday in Murray will
represent thirteen different
"special" school programs
from six Western Kentucky
counties. What makes these
kids so "spacial" is that they
are all handicapped...some
multiple handicapped. The
athletes will compete in a wide
variety of track and field
events with each participant
entered in the event that most
closely suits their individual
age and ability.
Participants will compete in
wheelchair races, distance
running, swimming, standing
broad jump, the high jump
and softball throw, just to
name a few.
Events will get underway at
nine o'clock Friday morning
with the fighting of the Special
Olympic torch and the Parade
of Athletes. There is no ad-
mission charge for the Special
Olympics meet and the public
is encouraged to attend.
SAUNA SENSE
1.1.sing a  sauna is fine so  le_y_gi
as you remember not to lie
down. You could fall asleep




Mr. and Mrs. George Al Hewett of Dickson, Tenn., for-
merly of Murray, annourat the forthcoming marriage of
their daughter, .Melissa Jo. to Charles Ray Manley, son of
Mrs. A. T. Manley of Dicksor and the late Mr. Manley.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. P. A:
Hewett of Orlando, Fla„ and Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Humphrey of
Hazel. She is a senior at Dick,on County Senior High School.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. •
. Thomas D. Crickman and the late Mr. and Mrs. John T.
-,, Manley. He is a graduate f Dickson County Senior High
School and is employed w master scheduler at Tern-Tex
Company, Nashville, Tenn.
The wedding will take plak on Saturday, June 30, at 7 p.m.
at the First United Methollist Church, 215 North Main Street,




Don't eat too much
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I'm
21 years old, have two chil-
dren and weigh 145 pounds. I
have been trying to lose
weight but I have failed. I
would like to lose at least 35
pounds. I am on the pill. Do
you think the pill is the
reason for my not' losing
weight'?
I eat a small breakfast and
before lunc:i-time I am very
hungry and my stomach
.•:.^...'2401'down. I do sit-ups
but after I do sit-ups for
awhile I start getting this
severe pain at the bottom of
my stomach. I perspire be-
yond your imagination: Is it
because of the water in my
body? I was thinking about
taking water pills but I'm
afraid to take these since I
am on the pill too. •
- DEAR READER Your
letter suggests that your ba-
sic problem with weight con-
trol is you Sat too much.
That's tru of everyone.
People get at because they
consume Et-tire calories than
their body uses. The excess
calcifies are simply stored as
fat. We .lose those fat stores
if we consume fewer calo-
ries than Our body Lilies.
Many people don't think
about using calories, but
rather think only of limiting
calories with a diet. It is a
simple equation just like a
checking account.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 4-7,
Weight Losing Diet, to pro-
vide you a plan of a balanced
diet that you can use to
control your calorie intake.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 50 cents with
case, you may need to grad-
ually start a daily walking
program and slowly develop
your ability to exercise. Try
to build up to walking an
hour a day.. Start off with
just walking 15 minutes a
day and then gradually in-
crease it so that you don't
exhaust or wear yourself
out.
No, I don't think that the
pill is responsible for your
gaining weight nor do I think
it prevents you from losing
we'.,ht. It's true that the
pilis cause the body to retain
sodium salt, which in turn
causes y,a1 to retain water.
These few pounds of water
are not fat and, in any case,
you wouldn'tbe-retaining 35
pounds of water.
DEAR DR. LAMB lam
20 years old and have bad
dark circles under my eyes.
I haven't spoken to doctors
about it because I don't
know if anything can be
done. I eat a balanced diet
and I don't think there's any
vitamin deficiency. I wear
glasses so • eye strain isn't
the answer. Could this be




Hazel. Hamlin And New Concord
Consultants To Address Groups Hear Rita Darnell Speak
Teachers At Breakjast...
Ms. May Sanders, NEA
Official from the central 4
flee, and -four other-- cun-
siiltants wiff take *part inthe
Galloway Retired Teachers
Association annual breakfast
at the Colonial House Monday,
April 30, at 8:30 a.m.
The four other consultants
are Dolly Gillihan. Kentucky
director for the national office
of retired teachers; Leon
Smith, national conunitternan
on pre-retirement; Dellard
Moor, president of Kentucky
Retired Teachers
Association; and Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, representative of the
First District of KRTA and
president-elect of KRTA. Dr.
Sparks is president emeritus
of Murray State University.
Dr. J. Matt Sparkman, vice-
president emeritus of Murray
State, will preside at the
breakfast as president of the
Calloway Retired Teachers._
Association. Helen Bennett
chairperson of the program
committee, is in charge of
arrangements for the
program.
Other officers of the
Calloway Retired Teachers
are Jack Gardner, vice
president; Mavis McCamish,
secretary; and Thy ra
Crawford, treasurer. Zitelle
Goheen is chairperson of the
social committee. The
Calloway group has • a
,membership of 129 teachers.
Dues for membership. from






Program by K-2nd Grade
Sunday, April 29
7:00 p.m.
Registration For '79-80 School Term
Grades K-5
May 3 & 4 at 11:30-5:30
Place: Eastwood Baptist Church
Highway 94 East
































• No Newborns Listed
Dismissals
Mrs. Debra Jean Curtis, Rt.
1, Calvert City, Mrs. Martha
L. Scott, 401 Ash St. Murray,
Belinda M. Bumphis, 204 Pine
St., Murray, Brandi L. Odom,
1,-1 Southside Manor, Murray,
Mrs. Marilyn L. Reynolds, 225
Fairview, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Janice Elkins, Rt. - 2,-443as-214 Murray, Mrs. Audrey
BuctiinanT'ria., Mrs. L. -Moore, Rt. 4 BI. 115K
Ernestine J. Henderson, Bx.
418, Benton, Mrs. Rosie
Barnett, 605 Sycamore,
Murray, Guy Edward
Delacey, Rt. 5,, Cadiz, Mrs.
Naomi J. Owens, 601 Dunlap
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Carolyn S.
Cannon, 15 Hillcre.
Paris, Tenn., Jonathan B.
Hosford, Rt. 1, Bx. 181 A,
Dexter, Mrs. Janice Manis,
Rt. 3, Bx. 126, Murray, Mrs.
Nancy Morton, Rt. 1, Bx. 12? -
Ends onus 7 1•J
"Fire Power"
C, Murray, Ricky D. Nance,
Rt. 8, Bx. 990, Murray,
Tammy L. Welsh, CR Bx. 26,
New Concord, Anthony
Hargrove, Southside Manor
M-1, Murray, Mrs. Marie
McPherson, 101 Spruce
Murray, Gregory Moffitt, 2206
Gatesborough Circle Murray,
Mrs. Mary Louise Eanup, 523
West 12th Benton, James T.
Smith, Rt. 1 Hazel, Mrs. Pearl
E. Allison, P. 0. Bx. 97 Har-
din, Mrs. Flora E. Harris, Rt.
Murray, Willie B. Emerson,
Rt. 2 Murray, Mrs. Cozie M.
Myers, 520 South 7th St.
Murray, Mrs. Elands Jean
Trotter, Rt. 7 Murray, Mrs.
Latta F. Boyd, 1608 Kirkwood
Dr. Murray, Laverne Crouse,
Rt. 8 Bx. 1265 Murray, Ira L.
Tarkington, Rt. 4k Parls,
Tenn., Mrs. Josephine E.
Mcbemore, 101 Hickory Dr.
Murray, Mrs. Donnie J. Lamb
(expired), Bx. 54 Hazel.
Rita Darnell, Secretary-
Bookkeeper itt the Hazel
Community Development
Agency, ,was the guest
speaker at the joint meeting of
the Hazel, Hamlin, and New
Concord Senior Citizens held
in Wednesday, April 18, at the
--Hazel Community Center.
Ms. Darnell gave a detailed
explanation of the Community
Development Block Grant
Program; which is funded by a
grant from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban
Development. Applications
for a Rehabilitation Grant
may be picked up at the
,Comrnunity Development
Agency at 302A Main Street.
Assistance will be provided
for those who need help in
completing their application.










Inspired by a Japanese main
dish that is on the sweet side.
Le cup peanut oil
1 medium 3 pound, Spanish
onion, cut in thin
strips
2 large sweet red peppers
(3/4 pound), seeded and
cut in thin strips.
-__Izup thin strips roast
pork
k. cup bottled teriyaki
sauce
In a wok, heat. the oil. Add
the onion and peppers; over
high heat, toss constantly until
slightly cooked — a few min-
utes. Add the pork and teriyaki
sauce; mix well and heat rapid-
ly, tossing as you do so. Serve
with rice. Makes 4 servings.
i There will be a fair amount of
thin, coral-colored, sweet juice;



















From the' Public Library
Presented a musical program
Which was enjoyed by all.
Thirty--one persons attended
the meeting. Mrs. Annette
Burnham is the director for
the Hazel, Hamlin, and New
Conebied Senior Citizens. • • --
a long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Along with this diet, as
The Health Letter explains,
you should exercise. Your
story of pain in the pit of
your stomach and excessive
sweating suggests to me that
DEAR READER — If a
person is relatively thin,
there may be very little fat
underneath the eyes. In
light-skinned people who are
thin, the veins underneath
the skin may show through
giving a dark bluish appear-
ance.
Another factor is in-
creased pigment. The cells
in your skin that produce
melanin pigment may be
you may not be in optimal overactive in this area. This
PhYAlc.al Cone14191.1, in_113$..A. an ipile.-0,0.4,4.t.oraeteris-
tic and is just as much a part
of you as the color of your
hair. This is the same pig-
ment' that the cells in your
skin elsewhere produce to
cause tanning. How dark
your skin is depends literally
on how much melanin pig-
ment is produced. In either
case, there's not a great deal
which can be done about it





Patsy Neale opened her
home on Tuesday, April 10, for
the monthly meeting of the





Financial and Life" was
presented by Martha Covey
with each member present
participating.
Patsy Neale led the
Calendar of Prayer for
Missionarier with scripture
reading from Matthew 26:36-
46.
President Ave Watkins
opened the business .session
with items including the an-
nual Easter Egg Hunt,
preparation for the Sr.
Citizens Luncheon and or-
dering curtains for the church
nursery.
-Following the meeting,
refreshments were served to
Carolyn Carroll, Edwina
Bury, Martha Covey and Ave
?iatkins by Mrs. Neale.
The next meeting will be
held at the_church on Tuesday,
.May.8.
THIS YEAR'S HAPPIEST
presented by WORLD VISION INTERNATIONAL




Buy our giant Sirloin
Stockade tumbler filled
with your favorite soft
drink for lust
Del






Id fashion 7.• st
69t
Then, every time you
return to Sirloin Stockade.
bring your tumbler,
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, 'Dealt -4(1)6t-
By Abigail Van Buren
Food for Thought
In This Recipe
DEAR ABBY: What a dumb, sexist answer you gave
HATES SURPRISES, whose husband of 12 years still sur-
prised her with one or more unexpected dinner guests.
walk in and say, "Don't fuss, Honey. They'll eat whatever we
eat.- Meanwhile, poor wife was caught with only leftovers
or barely_ enough. tse!--e:Yer own famtly.J
You said, "Stop being a GOOD scout and start being a
GIRL Scout. Be prepared!" -
Why should she be imposed upon with absolutely no
notice? A thoughtful husband would never put his wife on
the spot that way. And unless she's a total dummy or a door-
mat she wouldn't put up with it.
You should have told her to meet the inconsiderate boob
at the door with, "I'm not prepared for company, so let's all
eat out. It will take -me only a few minutes to change my
clothes."
After her husband picked up a few of those restaurant
checks he would be cured of surprising his wife with unex,
pert(/' company.
NO DOORMAT
DEAR NO: I got clobbered with my cutesy "Girl Scout"
advice. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I am steamed! Why should a wife have to
feed extra guests without notice just because her husband
decides to invite them at the last minute'?
I can still remember my poor mother, scurrying aroPnd in
the kitchen, frantically trying to get a company dinner
together on a minute's notice because my father had picked
up a couple of pals in the bar and brought them home for
dinner.
You goofed, Abby. Instead of telling the wife to be
prepared, you should have told her to tell her- husband she
wasn't running a fast-food restaurant, and to please take his
friends somewhere else and feed them.
STEAMED IN MUNCIE, IND.
DEAR STEAMED: All the feedback on feeding unan-
nounced guests agreed with you—except this one:•
DEAR ABBY: You told HATES SURPRISES to be
prepared, but you didn't tell her 'how to be prepared for
unexpected dinner guests.
You should have suggested—that she keep a supply of
cheese and crackers on hand, as well as a few. cans of
gourmet goodies just in ease, Also, a bottle of wine would
turn an ordinary meal into a festive occasion. And a couple
of candles always helps to give a table an elegant
appearance.
With so many new, prepared foods available at the
market today, there's no excuse for anyone to be caught
unprepared for drop-in guests.
DEAR ABBY: I am a widow- who has been criticized for
signing my name "MRS. JOHN DOE." I was told that since
there is no MR. John Doe, there cannot be a MRS. John Doe!
I am sure I read in your column, that a widow could con-
tinue to use her deceased husband's name. ,
. Friends insist that I am now Mrs. JANE Doe. Will you
please come to my aid?
MRS.JOHN DOE
"--
DEAR MRS. JOHN DOE: Even thou'gh John Doe is no
loager living, he gave you his name to use as long as you
live. So until tor unless) you remarry, you are Mrs. JOHN
Doe.
The teen years are the questioning years. Abby has the
answers to all your questions in her booklet, "What
Teenagers Want to Know." Enclose SI and a long, stamped
(28 cents), self-addressed envelope.
SPANISH CLASS — The Calloway County High School Spanish Class recently won first place honors at the ForeignLanguage Festival held at Murray State University. first place honors went to Debbie Pritchett, advanced writtenproficiency, Cbristi Hale, prose, and the Spanish Skit. Class members pictured, left to right, are, bottom row, Lisa Baz-zell, Tammy Torsak, Debbie Pritchett, Mrs. Christina Thompson, sponsor, Christi Hale, Cindy Beard, Christie Griggs;top row, Renee Pridemore, Tina Shepperd, Judy french, Janeen Thorn, Cecil Herbert, Moris Luther, Leslie Herndon,Stacey Miller, and Debbie Turner.
Prison Mothering--
New Mother Raising Her Child While
Serving Term In A Federal Prison
BY NADINE JOSEPH east of here, will allow Ms.
Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (API —
Brenda Glass is a new mother,
and her pride in her 2-week-
old- son Nathan is obvious as
she hums to the tiny infant in
her arms.
Brenda Glass. also is a
federal prisoner, serving an
18-to 20-year prison term for a
1975 armed robbery at a
Washington, D.C., motel
during which $11 was taken.
Her companions in crime
included her brother and
several friends.
She is raising her baby while
—child— I've had a chance to
nurse and take care of." She
gave up one daughter and left
a second with the baby's
grandmother because she was
behind bars.
The program at the Federal
Correctional Institution at
Pleasanton, about 40 miles
'1147--Ele?744.
STONE GIRL
piitr. and Mrs. Ray Stone, 724.
Nash Drive, Murray, are the
parents of a baby girl, Ashley
Brooke, weighing six pounds
ounces, measuring 18. in-
ches, born on Monday, April 9,
at 12:58 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.  
The father is employed at
Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Etna Todd, Louis Todd, and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Miller, all of
Murray. Great grandparents
include Mrs. Otie McDougal,
Mrs. Cora Todd, and Mr. and
Mrs-Frank Pace_ _ _
SALE —SALE —SALE —SALE —SALE —WI —SALE —SAU— -
I
• Girls Easter I11 1/3 off 1Dresses v=A 1
Boys r
s Suits 1/3 off =It v
3
I 1 Rack ii.
• Infants& 11
i Toddlers 1/2 price v... PI
I 






tie Southside Shopping Center
g SALE — SALI — SALE — SA LE —SA LE — SALE —SALE —
BOUTWEtL BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Boutwell, Route 1, Springville,
Tenn., announce the birth of a
baby boy, Mark Mitchell,
weighing eight pounds 15
ounces, born on Thursday,
April 12, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The _ri_Lother is the former
—Sandra Braiiilett.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Lizzie Boutwell of Selma, Ala.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Porter
Bramlett of Hazel. A great
grandmother is Mrs Lucy
Patterson.
CULVER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Culver
of Calvert City announce the
birth of a baby boy, Erik
Wayne, weighing eight pounds
eight ounces born on Monday.
April 2.
They have another son,
Jason Ward, 3.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Betty Teasley, Calvert City;
Mrs. Opal Walter, Daisy,
Tenn., and Hugh Culver of
Hazel. Great grandparents
include Mr. and Mrs. Ivy
Culver, Murray, Mrs. Paul
Lee, Calvert City, and Mrs. W.










753-0317 1914 Coldwater Nd
Glass to spend four to six
months with her baby at a
women's. shelter in nearby
Hayward while learning child
care skills.
Ms. Glass says motherhood
will keep her "on a straight
and narrow path" upon her
release on parole this sum-
mer.
New Realization
Psychologists say there is a
new realization that both the
jailed mother and her children
need more contact with each
other. The mother must work
out fears and guilt at being
an inmate as part of an ex- responsible for the separation,
perimental program aimediet--an44h4children must learn to
'giving both the mother and understand their mother's
child a chance to succeed plight and develop a more
the outside. positive attitude toward law
•'I may be overprotective, enforcement.
but he's so precious to me," At Pleasanton, women in-
said the 24-year-old Georgia- mates and volunteers also run
born inmate. "He's the only a privately funded children's
-center on:-the prison grounds.
open Saturday and Sunday for
mother-child visits.
Only low-risk prisoners are
eligible for the Pregnant
Inmate Program — one of a
growing number of federai
and state projects to a4ow
inmate mothers to spend more
time with their children and
develop a stronger bond.
Among the other programs:
—At Clinton Cerrectional
Facility in New Jersey, a
Camp Retreat Program gives
low-security inmate mothers
the opportunity to spend a fee
weekends camping with their
children.
—A Florida . correctional
institution inmate, Terry
Moore, was granted her
request to raise her baby in
the state women's prieo,9 by a
circuit court judge last month.
Miss Moore, 22, is serving a
Pe-year term for robbery and
arson. She will be allowed to
raise her baby in prison for 18
months. ,
A few legislatures —
Florida, Illinois, Montana,
New York and Wyoming —
have specifically provided
that a mother's incarceration
is a sufficient reason to take
her child away.
Mothering Needs
But prison officials say
there is a greater awareness
of the mothering seeds of 1,600
federal 'women inmates alid
thousands more in state
prisons. According to
statistics, more than 21,000
children in America have
mothers in prison. Most of the
women are young, uneducated
single parents.
''There is more and more
planning for the female in-
mate," said Karen Amy.
administrative officer lit the
Federal Bureau of Prisons.
"We believe the mother has an
important role to play in in-
teracting with her children."
Psychologists agree that the
children, as much as their
mitthers, are victims of the
wotnan's incarceration.
'The children feel that
they've been abandoned and;
some becorne delinquente."
said Ann Stanton, a, lawyer-
psychotcfglgratIfie- etifitetfittr'Ne'
at Mintiest)** vTho has Studio!
women inmates and their
children.
"Many of the mothers
develop unrealistic ex-
pectations while behind bars
and don't anticipate negative
reactions from their
children," she added.
"You cannot assume that
because a woman has com-
mitted a crime, she does not






A children's center on
prison grounds (allows the
Inmate mother to express her
'love in mor,4' relaxed
surroundings than the
crowded visiting area, where
visitors and inmates often
rreen't allowed to touch each
other. The center at
Pleasanton looks like a nur-
sery school, with • toys and
Pright decorations.
"The child who comes to
visit has a lot of miscon-
ceptions about prison. Some of
the fears are resolved here,"
said Harold Kehler, who
heads the education program
at Pleasanton.
At the Santa Clara County
women's residential center in
San Jose, about 25 women
inmates and up 'to nine
children are housed in an
apartment complex where
there are no locks, fences or
guards. The women go to
work, study or learn
vocational skills. Their sen-
tences range from 80 days to
nine months, said Maria
Black, a registered nurse who
directs the program.
The mothers go to work or
class, while the children are
cared for irt a child care center
in the complex. Of 204 par-
ticipants, 26 have been sent
back to the Santa Clara county
jail for infractions of the rules
and eight women were
rearrested. No one has tried to
"The woman inmate knows
she wants to be a good mother,
but needs support or specific




Lewis, Baby Gli-1 (Rita), Bz.
151B, Henry, Tenn., Darnell,
Baby Girl (Lets), Rt. 7 Bx. 103
Mayfield.
Dismissals
Mrs. Janie Dunn, Bx. 17,
Dexter, Mrs. Nellie M. Gore,
Rt. 3 Bx. 136, Benton, Mrs.
Hilda M. Dick, Rt. 8 Bx. 105,
Murray, Mrs. Anita Curtis and
Baby Girl, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Cynthia J. Knott and Baby
Girl, 28 Henderson Dr. Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Debbie S.
Burgess, 1605 Miller, Murray,
Mrs. Carol A.- Falwell, Rt. 7
Bx. 696, Murray, Mrs.
Romana Rowan, 1656 Ryan,
Murray, Karen J. Moore, Rt.
1, Arlington, Mrs. Dorothy A.
Orten, Rt. 2 Bx. 247, Murray,
Billy D. Outland, 805 Bagwell,
Murray, Mrs. Judy A. Kibbler
and Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Paris,
Tenn., Timmy E. Thornton,
Rt, 6 Bx, 57, Murray, Urie F.
Kelso, Rt. 7 Bx. 452, Murray,
Mrs. Minnie G. Graham, 349
Ryan, Paris, Tenn., Mrs
Donna Adams, 801 Story,
Murray, Luther Stanton, 506
N. 1st, Murray, William
Tolley, 1326 Main, Murray.
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Houston-
Harried of Frankfort were the
weekend guests of her.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W
Jones.
trrsrs HERE
Mrs. Dennis Goodwin and
son, Travis, of Clewiston, Fla.,
and Mrs. Walt Shaffer of
Tavares, Fla., have been the
guests of Mrs. Goodwin's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Brown of Murray. They also
visited Mrs. Goodwin's
parents-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Gilbert Goodwin of Princeton.
MA YFIELD PATIENT
Thomas Thurman of
Murray was dismissed April





. Look oherci to an exciting season of fun-in-Ate-sun with siame look.
in swimwear from Bright'S in Paducah and Murray. Styles have never
t5ettet-, tfiFsFas&rifiKer•grerien-t-tir:(5/50-aiRe rtMósf
the skimpier bikinis.. You'll want to be in style With swimsuits
--from Brighte your swimwegr port-of-authority. Hurry in today
.,and select from the largest collection in town 16.00 to 32.00.
Also see our outstanding stock of terry"cover-ups ond rompers
. in exc itipg tolors for summer 14.00 to 21.00.
Murray State University
Percussion Ensemble,
directed by Torn Vanarsdel,
will present a concert of
contemporary music at 8:15
p.m. in the Old Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center. Murray
State. This is free and open to
the public.
Young Actors Guild of the
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre, Inc., will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
Public Library.
Baptist Student Union
Banquet will be held at the
Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist church at 7 p.m.
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the riding
club. A clean up session will
.follow the business meeting.
Miicray Chapter of National
Secretaries will have its an-
nual Executive Night Banquet
at the University Branch of
the Bank of Murray.
Friday, April 27
William, Schafer, 'professor
of English at Berea College,
will speak at the Calloway
County Public Library at 3
p.m.
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I Events Listed For Community Calendar
Thursday, April 26
Welcome Wagon Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the First
Christian Church with the
program to be by Sue Bellew
from the Wild Raspberry.
Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house with Ann Uddberg as
the speaker.
,Calloway County High
School Athletic Boosters Club
will sponsor a _ basketball
banquet for both the boys and
girls basketball teams at the
high school cafeteria at 7 p.m.
Ron Greene, Murray State
Friday, April 27
West Kentucky Future
Farmers of America Field
Day, sponsored by Murray
State Agriculture Club, will
begin- at 8:30 a.m. at the
University Farm.
Special Olympics, field and
track events for children from
West Kentucky., will be from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held anct_call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for-morning ghop-
ping and by 11:30 a.pa.- for
afternoon shopping.
basketball coach, will be the Hazel Community Center
speaker. will open at n a.m. for ac-
• •  -tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens._ •
Friday. April 27
Local Chapter 853 of
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
will meet at 10 a.m. in the
Executive Room of the
Woodmen of the World Hall -
with Postmaster Virgil
Gilliam as speaker. -
Disco will be held at the
Jaycee Building, Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road, from
8 p.m. to 12 midnight. This is
for all agers and no alcoholic
beverages will be allowed.
The cost will be $3 per person
which includes soft drinks:
Today is the last day for
persons to register to vote in
the May primary. Persons
may register until 6 p.m. at
the office of Calloway County
Clerk Marvin Harris.
Activities at Land Between
the Lakes will include Lantern
Tour_ at 7:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Camping
Camperafter Course at
Brandon Spring Group Camp,
and Springfest at Hillman
Ferry Campground for









• Cushioned. arch featurt.
• ••••fi,, long- weanny rept- sole
• .`.supple. breatheahle leathers
Friday. April ?7
Sixth annual Murray State
Jazz Festival and Workshop,
Prof. Robert Scribner,
director, wilt open at 9: 30 a.m.
at the Recital Hall Annex,
Murray State University.
Concert by MSU Jazz Band A
and MSU Combo I with guest
artists will be from 7 to 9 p.m.
at Lovett Auditorium.
Murray 'State Men's Tennis
team will meet Middle Ten-
nesse at the Murray State
University Courts at 2:30 p.m.
Science seminar dealing
with protein-fatty acid reac-
tions and surfactants will
meet at 3:30 p.m. in Room 312,
• Saturday, April 28
- Alpha Department, Murr,,y
Woman's Club, will meet at 12
noon at the club house with IT.
Keith Heim as speaker.
Bread For World Chapt, r
Dinner will be at Fit ,t
Christian Church at 6 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Swim Team Association will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the Cheri
Theatre for purpose of signing
up and acquainting those
interested in the swim team
program.
Senior Citizens Greenhouse
plant sale will be held from
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at. the
greenhouse, 1620 West MainBlackburn Science Building,
Murray State.
Aging Seminar on
"Appreciating the Aging" will
4be conducted by Dr. Robert L.
Doty, Campbellsville College,
starting at 10 a.m. in Room
288, Roy Stewart Stadium,
Murray State.
Exhibits of graphic designs
by George T. Richardson,
Louisville, paintings by Gayla
Larkowski, Lexington, and
weavings by Cathy Barnett,
Louisville, will be on display
in the Eagle Gallery. Fine




scheduled on Murray State
University campus include
Medical College Admission
Test at 8 a.m. in Room 101 of
Ordway Hall, and the
Graduate Records
Examination and the Dental
School Admission Test, both at




Track Tournament will be at
Roy Stewart Stadium starting
at 9 a.m.
Alumni Weekend at Murray
State University will open
with luncheon honoring
Classes of 1929 and 1954 at
11:30 a.m. in Winslow
Cafeteria; class reunions
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Winslow
Cafeteria; President's
reception for MSU Alumni
scholarship winners, their
parents and friends from 4 to 6
p.m, in lobby, Ordway Hall;
Alumni bbanquet at Beshear
Gym at 6:30 p.m.
Murray State Men's Tennis
will play Eastern at 9 a.m: and-
University of Cincinnati at 2
p.m. at the University Courts.
Open horse show, sponsored
by the Hardin-South Marshall
Riding Club, will be at 6 p.m.
at the- Livestock and
Exposition Center. Admission
1561 per person. .
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Hatching
lime at Center Station at 1:30
p.m., Camping Camperafter
Course at Brandon Spring
Group Camp, and Springfest
at Hillman Ferry for
registered campers with open
to the public from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m.
RANDALL BOYCE M4XEL y.0 wage st--.sou-of Mr, avid Mrs:—
Ralph I.. Maxey of Mempb1, Tenn., and grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Jeddie Boyce Cathey, 1612 Main Street, Murray. has
recently received an appointment to the United States Air
Farce Acaderrry, Colorado. His nominations were frorn.Sen.
Hoard Baker, Rep. Harold Ford, and Sen. James Sasser.
He %sill graduate from Briarcrest Baptist High School in May
where he has been active in the Concert Choir. Kel Club, Mu
Alpha Theta, Latin Club, and National Honor Society. He is
active' in youth work and athletic programs at\the Colonial
Baptist Church, Memphis. and sings stith the Chapekthoir. _
LEATHER LIFE
Preserve a leather jacket or
coat by having it cleaned by a
professional to keep the
leather soft and lustrous.
Get professional
results at a



















































King Baby Girl Betty
Fox Meadows A-26 Murray
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Barbara C. Sanders,
821 N. 19th St. Murray, Mrs.
Amy C. McNeely and Baby
Girl, 613 E. 12th St. Benton,
Mrs. Harriet Gail Spillman
and Baby Girl, Bx. 122 Wingo,
Mrs. Patricia L. Johnson and
Baby Girl, Rt. 2 Bx. 307
Murray, Mrs. Frances E.
Ahart, Rt. 1 Bx. 183A Murray,
William Isaat Allbritten, Bx.
23 Puryear, Tenn., Darvin
Paschall,. Rt. 1 Bx. 153 Cottage
Grove, Tenn., Mrs. Alice E.
Oakley, 1402 Vine Murray,
Mrs. Lillian Crume, Bx. 210
New Concord, Jean Green, 313
S. 13th St. Murray, Mrs. Mary
B. Thomas, V.' 0. Bx. 484
Murray, Mrs. Lavenia C.
Stewart, ht. 6 Bx. 338 Murray,
Mrs. Mae Wrye, 516 S. 8th St.
Murray, Mrs. Freda K.
Duncan, Embassy Apart-
ments C-2 Murray, Truman E.
Turner, Rt. 1 Bx. 153 Murray,
Mrs. Vicki P. Thompson, Rt. 8
Benton, Mrs. Ann S. Oliver,
Rt. 4 Bx. 410'7 'Paris, Tenn.,
John Hudson, RE. 1 Bx. 152
.Kirksey, Nancy J. Mitchener,
Bx. 6149 Hester Hall Murray,
4'bonald Robinson, 2014 College
Farm Rd. Murray. Mahlon
Derrington, 1101 Circarama
Dr. Apt. E Murray, Mary Jane
Grqgan, Rt. 1 Bx. 68 Pace
Lane Hardin, David Morgan,
Fox Meadows B-2 S. 16th St.
Murray, Hassel Shelton, 511 S.
6th Murray, Mrs. Belle E.
Henley, 517 Anderson
Mayfield, Mozelle Phillips, 602
S. .9th St.. Murray. Mrs.
GeneVa D. Ferguson, 100L
Sharp Murray, Mrs. Auda M.
Thweatt, Rt. 1 Bx. 82 Almo,
Mrs. Sudie Morton, 1609 Loch
Lomond Murray.
FRENCH FRIED FISH
If your kids love french fries
and hate fish, an article on
nutrition in the April 24
Family Circle suggests
combining the two, in order to
satisfy nutritional needs along
with young appetites, by
making "french fried fish."
ROTARY CLUBS throughout Kentucky banned together to host high school students
in Louisville on April 21 at the Commonwealth Convention Center for a Student
Program on Kentucky Enterprises. Guest speakers included I. Ed McConnell, Ange
Humphrey, foe Lewis Powell, Monica Kaufman, Frank Burke, and Bruce lenner who
emphasized the many accomplishments made by Kentuckians and the vast number of
opportunities available for individuals within this state. Rotarians and students
representing the Murray Rotayy Club are, left to right, Gene Schanbacher, mike Pitts,
Jon Alexander, Paula cavi , Reed Hainsworth, Sandy Dillion, Terry Smith, Denise
Rutherford, Todd Mills, Pvjkkey Cochran, Meleah Paschall, Duane Dycus, Brent Boston,







is pleased to announce the following hour changes for
renumre of bix patients.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday
8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Thursday 8:00 a.m. to 12 noon
'Saturday By Appointment Only
(111; -ino m.ceptc,1— 'nuke howl*. raffl
_ w;iii,inrment 7.53-9q09




Caries Sale Startg April 27 thru May 5, 1979 Daum
Kick Jr. 




Black's Decorating Center I Eil2eYearsp once
701 S. 4th Murray Open Mon.-Fri. 7 til 5, Sat. 8-12
•ILOOR COVERING•PICTURE FRAMES•WAll COVERING•CUSTOM DRAPES•RODS•BEDSPREADS













We support the proposals by
President Carter for new protec-
tions for the citizen against inva-
sion of an individual's right to
privacy.
One of his principal proposals
affects the news business. It
would provide protection for any
persons preparing material for
publication. Police would be
prohibited from raiding work
places and rummaging through
such materials in search of evi-
dence, as they did in the case of
the Stanford Daily-.
The other *proposals would
limit government access to medi-
cal records, protect individuals
who cooperate in medical re-
search from having their records
disclosed, and establish new con-
trols on credit information gath-
ered by private agencies on indi-
viduals' finances, tastes and pur-
chasing habits.
These are needed protections
in this day of data banks stored-
in huge computers.
But we must acknowledge that
there cou'd be problems in feder-
al legislation that seeks to give
too broad a protection to individ-
__ Ual rights•to privacy. •
The public's right to know
-must remain paramount over the
individual's right to privaç5 in
instances which involve t e ex-
penditure of public funqi or the
use and possible abu of police
powers.
Letters To Editor
Congress should scrutinize the
Carter proposals carefully to see
that they do not restrict unduly
the public's right to know about
public affairs. The privacy af-
forded welfare recipients, for
instance, should not be absolute.
And their medical records should
be open for investigation of possi-
ble fraud. Citizens who become a
charge on the public purse must
necessarily sacrifice some of
their rights to privacy.
These are relatively minor
reservations. If they are con91d-
ered carefully by the Con ess,
we heartily endorse the//presi-
dent's privacy program nd call






We té people of Calloway County
1-and e state of Kentucky, are the
nel director and, employers of
, county and state government
ficials due to our being of legal age to
vote our choices of who we wish to run
our county, city and state offices.
I hereby agree that there are many of
us who do not agree as to which one
would serve us best but who ever the
(largest number ) votes are cast for will
be the official that will have to work
with us as a public servant. All elected
officials (I am -stirer feel they are
servants of the people.
When we elect an official to any of our
city, county or state offices that do a
good job for us why not give them a
!past 'another term (if they get a
majority of votes) to work for us again
Most employers usually keep people
Realtor Responds
.Dear Editor:
In response to the letter written by
Mrs. Ira E. Lew of Oak Ridge, Tenn.
regarding the "Swann Property." I feel
83 though Mrs. Lew missed the whole
point of Private Property Week which
is the right of American citizens to buy,
sell, and own property and to instill the
obligation and responsibility to
preserve private property.
REALTORS nor anyone else have the
right to advertise to attract a purchaser
of property without a legal listing
contract signed by the owner giving us
that right. Nor do we have the right to
FORCE an owner to preserve his
property if he doesn't want to.
This is one of the freedoms we enjoy
as American citizens and emphasized
by Private Property Week. Fur-
thermore, the property was indeed
listed for sale by a real estate broker
who was not a member of the Murray-
Calloway Co. Board of REALTORS and
I had the privilege ot showing the
property to a .prospective buyer.
The cost of the property along with
the amount of money it would have
taken to restore this property to its,
former elegance would have been
prohibitive to most people.
However, if Mrs. few had checked to
see if the property was for sale, she
could have bought the property and
preserved. it instead of criticizing the
Murray-Calloway Co. Board of
REALTORS. •
Sincerely,
Nelson E. Shroat '
REALTOR and owner
The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
Bible-Thought
Blessed is the man that trusteth In the
Lord, and whose hope the Lord Is. —
Jeremiah 17:7.
Happy is the man who has learned to
Mot 419d, for this life and for eternity.
working for them until the employee
quits or retires if the employee does a
good job for individuals or businesses.
WhY not the same recognition for
elected officials.
I am sure to reduce city and county
officials from being elected every two
years to every four years would save
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Dr. Carman's 46 Years At WISU
Longest Of Any Faculty Member
In a news story I handled the other
day at the university regarding the
appearance on campus of Dr. J. N.
Findlay, an internationally-known
philosopher as the 1979 Clifton Sigsbee
Lowry Distinguished Lecturer in the
Humanities, I was incorrect in saying
that Dr. C. S. Lowry, for whom the •
lecture series is named, taught at the
institution longer than any other in-
dividual.
That was true in 1966 when Dr. Lowry
retired after 43 years on the facluty.
Today, however, the distinction belongs
to Dr. Max Carman, who retired in 1974
'after 46 years of teaching, 39 as
chairman of the mathematics depart-
ment.
Dr. Carman lives at 505 S. 11th St. He
joined the faculty in the summer of 1928 r.
after three years at the University of
lilinois, where he earned his doctorate
in 1924.
Close behind the two of them in the
number of years-service on the faculty .
comes Dr. Alfred M. Wolfson, 310 N.
14th St., with 391,2 years of service. Dr.
Wolfson retired in 1969 after coming te
the campus in January of 1930 from
Boston where - he.- had been doing..
research work with the United fruit
Company. He was chairman of the
Department of Biology—a11 the time he
was with the university.
Now the record is straight. Dr'. Max
Carman with 46 years; _Dr. C. S. Lowil









THE YEAR OF 1907
The beginning of. the 1907 year tvas one of a county divided.
The village of Murray shared the despondency ,when .street lights
were turned Off because the owner refused to renegotiate the previous
year's $900 rate. Dr. R. P. Crawford, owner, placed it in operation
about 1905. The dissention arose .over townsmen approvinga bond
issue in the general election of 1906 to erect a municipal electric
system which would put Crawford's plant_out of business. Dr.
Crawford did offer a proposal of a meter charge for street lighting
instead of the flat $900 rate which would result in the city paying
a much 'higher fee until such time his plant would be absorbed by
-the city! -
All was not gloomy as was reflected in bank statements revealing
the Citizens Bank with resources of $177,1075 Bank of Murray
$288,412, and Bank of Hazel $65,531. Another bright side was the
enrollment of 102 students in the Murray graded school in ,addition
to an unexpected increase of students in the Preparatory School
(above the eight grade) from the farm belt, including those from
Wells Schoolhouse in the persons of Cleatus and Herbert Farmer,
Luther Baker and Luther Robertson, who would be under the tute-
lage of Professor Thurman.
State government initiated an undeclared war on the medical
profession for performing abortions even if there were as many
as 10 to 12 children, commonplace occurrence in many families.
Other disturbances to familis included a property tax assessment
increase of $165,000 for the year, bringing it to grand total assessment
of, $3,726,186 in the county. Add to this an excessive telephone
rate prompted City Attorney R. T. Wells to issue 210 indictments
against stockholders of the beleaguered Cumberland Telephone Co.
As a resOlt of the hassle against the phone company, articles of
incorporation were filed by 40 stockholders for a competing firm,
Murray Telephone Co., capitalized at $4,000. - For each trouble-
some event, a compensating turn of history made folks jubilant in
•afiticipation- What Attorney WpIls acted as legal courriel for—a pro-
posedIall clay company at Pester to manufacliure pottery :for hotel
and restaurant us-, capit'alized at $100,000 and strbseribed to by
out of county investors, including the N. C. & It. L. Railroad. On.
another merry note was the organizing of a W. 0. W. Band with
R. D. Simpson and Wert Alderson whereby musicians were levied
Al a month to pay for uniforms and 
instruments..
To Be Continued
Hey, you bird watchers!...Give us a
little help here.
Mrs. Datha McCallon wholives with
her husband, Jewell, on a farm west of
Kirksey, called the other evening to ask
for help in identifying some strange
birds who have shown up in the mar
Oliver fields just across the road from
their home.
About a dozen or so of the birds,
described as having white bodies, long
legs and slightly pink on the undersides,
which-you can see when they fly, have
been seen lately on several occasions
scratching arotind in the ground and
following the Oliver's dairy animals.
Mrs. McCallon thinks they might be
sea gulls, but do sea gulls come this far
inland? Anyone have any ideas? I
wouldn't know a sea gull from a Piper
Cub.
+++
In the past 11 years, I've seen a lot of
young people come to Murray State, go
through their years at the university
and go out into the world to become
useful, meaningful citizens. I've gotten
to know and enjoy a lot of theme but few
as much as I have enjoyed knowing
Dave. Franklin.. _ -
Dave was "big, blOncl-heided fellow -
from Louisville's Thomas Jefferson
High Sch000l when he first came to the
campus some six or seven years ago as
a Century Club scholarship wimmer
azi, where he was the top male
eTaduate in his class.
He went on, graduated with honors,
was named Outstanding Senior Male on
campus and headed for the University
of Kentucky and law school, from which
he has since graduated.
Dave is one of those fellows who light
up a room with their personality when
they come in, aad a few weeks back, he
was one of the first to show up at the
Murray State hospitality room in the
Hyatt-Regency at Lexington during the
state basketball tournament — legai
swagger, three-piece suit, cigar and all.
He picked up right where he leaves
off every time he comes to he campus
— telling humorous stories, some about
his experiences as a young lawyer in a
prestigious Lexington firm and some
just stories.
One in particular he told at the
tournament was about Braniff Airlines,
whcih, he said, has notorious reputation
for seldom being on schedule
It seems that one day the Dallas
airport control tower receive this




"National character" is the term
used to describe those traits we
associate with members of various
national or ethnic groups. Any attempt
to evaluate national character is most
risky since the habits of both in-
dividuals and groups change through
time.
The English people, for example,
were considered rowdy and crude in the
sixteenth century but sedate and well-
mannered in the nineteenth. And there
are always exceptions to any rule — or
stereotype. We all must know some
"Latin" who is not a good lover — or
some German who hates beer.
Despite the pitfalls in any assessment
of national character there is some
iruth in the following analysis of how
various Europeans understand the two
words "permitted" and "forbidden":
In England. everything that is not
forbidden is permitted. Is Ger-
many everything Is forbidden .
unless It is permitted. in France -
everything is permitted even if it is '
forbidden. And In Russia
everything is forbidden even if it is
Permitted.
These words come from an article by














"What is the correct time, please?"
Thinking that was strange question
for a pilot to be asking, the traffic
controller replied, "What airline are
you?"
"What difference does that make?"
came back the reply from the aircraft.
"All we need is the correct time."
"It makes a lot of differnce," ex-
plained the tower. "If you are
American, it's one o'clock. If you are
TWA, it's 1300. If you are Trans Texas,
the short hand is on the one and the long
hand is on the 12, but if you're Braniff,
it's still Tuesday."
+++
Add to your list of lookalikes: David
Frank, son of Dr. and Mrs. Jim Frank,
1513 Johnson Blvd., and the big Indiana
State basketball star who so captivated
the country a few weeks ago. Larry
Bird. David is a fine student-
photographer at a small college on a
hill at .Rowling Green, and in the
summers has been gaining valuable on-
the-job experience as a staff
photographer on such metropolitan
papers as the Flint (Mich. ) Journal and
the Nashville Tennessean. David has
.also contributed photos to The Murray
Ledger & Times. ' ---
Funny
Funny World
The. husband and wife went to the
marriage counselor. You couldn't keep
the husband down. He kept waving a
paper in the air and yelling at his wife:
"You and your suicide attempts — just
look at this gas bill."
A man lay 'weak and wan on the.
hospital bed. His wife signaled to the
doctor from the hall.
"Tell me, doctor," she said, "is there
no hope?"
"I don't know," replied the medic.
-Telt me first what you're hoping for."
Looking Back
10 1 ears ,Ago
The Murray Electric System will put
new retail rates into effect with meter
readings on and after April 1, 1969,
according to E. S. Ferguson,
superintendent.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Maggie
Kilgore Underhill, 58, Ivory Paschall,
78, Mrs, Dick Skinner, 75, Homer
Adams, 81, and James Austin Paschall,
42.
Winners representing the. Murray
Woman's Club in the Crafts Division of
the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs contests included Betty Mercer,
crochet, and Emily Wolfson, weaving,
adults, Marsha Sledd, jewelry, and
David Teitloff, collage, students.
Maurice Humphrey, soil scientist
with the U. S. Soil Conservation Ser-
vice, presented the program at the
meeting of the Murray Kiwanis Club.
Max Russell, Kay Finicky, Barbara
Brown, Linda Bronwfield, Greg
McKeel, Kathy Rayburn, Cheryl
Brown, and Kathy Converse are
Murray students elected to offices of
the Student Government and classes at
Murray State University for the 1969-70
school year. .
20 Years Ag()
Pvt. Derrel G. Wilson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clerris Wilson, has been assigned
to Company A, I Battalion, I Training
Regiment, Fort Jackson, S. C., for eight
weeks of basic combat training.
Deaths reported include Nathan B.
Parker.
Frankie Jo Clark, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Clark, Dianne Colson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Starkie
Colson, and Betty Thomas, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Thomas, members
of the Murray Training School Chapter
of the Future Homemakers of America
have received their state degrees,
highest recognition in the organization.
Miss Darrylin Kaye Treas, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. H. E. (Jackie) Trea,s,
was married to Charles Lynn Parker,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Parker, on
April 18 at the Kirksey Baptist Church.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Some Came Running"--starring Frank
Sinatra, Dean Martin, and Shirley
MacLaine. • _
30 Years Ago
In keeping with National Hospital
Day throughout the nation, the Murray
Hospital will hold open house on May 12
from 2 to 6 p.m. This is a community
hospital and the public is urged to tour
the facilities on that day, a hospital
spokesman said.
Deaths reported include Thaddous
Eugene Carraway.
George Williams, G. B. Jones,
Raphael-Junes, Jr., Curtis Palmer, and
Hal K. Kingins are officers- of Murray
Branch No. 2156 of the National
Association of Letter Criers.
Auxiliary Branch officers are Mrs.
George Williams, Mrs. G. B. Jones,
Mrs. Raphael Jones, Jr., and Mrs. Hal
K. Kingins.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Dolphus Sheridan, April 20, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Bidwell,
April 20, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. W.
• Harmon Ross, April 22, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Billy D. Hargis, April 24.
0. T. Stalls, 'Martha 'Linn, Junior
Cleaver, Ann Miller, Patty Burkeen,
Kathryn Smith, 'Nellie Mae Marshall,
Billy Ray Roberts, and Billy Joe Ellis
are members of the cast of the play,
"George In A Jam," to be presented
April 29' by the junior class of Almo
High School. Sponsor for the play is
Milton Walston.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, April 26, the 116th
day of 1979. There are 249 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1607, Capt. John Smith
landed at Cape Henry, Va., with the
first group of colonists who would
establish a permanent English set-
tlement in Amedica....
On this date:
In 1785, the American naturalist and
artist, John Audubon, was born in Haiti.
In lass, President Abraham Lincoln's
assassin, Sohn Wilkes Booth, was
captured on a farm near Port Royal,
Va.
In 1945, Bremen, Germany, fell to
British forces during World War I.
In 1954, it was annouied that 900,000
American children would receive in-
jections in a nationwide test of Salk
anti-polio vaccine.
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In 1964, the Africa nations of
Tanganyika and Zanzibar merged to
form a single sovereign republic,
Tanzania.
In 1966, the first international
satellite was launched from Cape
Canaveral, Fla., in a joint. U.S.-British
venture.
Ten years ago: National Guardsmen
and state troopers halted a planned
march by blacks through.the business
district of Charleston, S.C., in support
of striking hospital workers.
Five years ago:, A group of army:_._
officers in Portugal seized control of the
government in a coup in Lisbon.
One year ago: It was announced that
a top-level U.S. delegation headed by
President Carter's national security— -
adviser, Zbigniew Brzezinski, would
visit China in May 1978.
Today's birthdays: Entertainer Carol.
Burnett_ is 45 years old'. Seismologist
Charles Richter is 79. Writer Bruce Jay
Friedman is 49.
Thought for today: Many toil hard to
earn a loaf when a 'bee ia sufficient —
Dutch proverb.
. WRITE A LETTER
I,etters to the editor are welcomed
arid encouraeed. All letters must be
stencil by the writer and 016 writers
addrees and phone number !Mist be
included for verification. The phone
number wilt not be published.
Letters.shotild be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of-eaenetal
interest.
Editors reserve the right to,
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent write.
Address .correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.






What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars—say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)4Y)
The financial picture is in
disarray, but by nightfall
you'll be able to come up with
a winning solution. After a
false start, prospects im-
prove.
TAURUS - 
tid!( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Not a time to escape
problems or to beat around the
bush. concentrated action
brings favorable results,
especially regarding love and
creativity.
GEMINI
I May 21 to June 20111
.Don't trust new acquain-
tances with privileged in-
formation. A little self-
examination will lead to peace
of mind by nightfall.
CANCER
( June 21 to July 22)
Minor irritations turn out to
be a blessing in disguise.
Later, you'll come to grips
with what's really bothering
you.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 22)44:g
After a series of career
interruptions, the picture
brightens in your favor. Long-
term programs now come to
fruition and bring financial
reward.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)




you. The overall view is quite
favorable.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 41-n
It's better not to discuss
financial planning
prematurely. .Keeping your
own counsel will work to your
advantage iri-lhe lona rtql.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Mier'
Preliminary discussions
may not lead to a solution, but
keep plugging. A mate or close
ally ma), help you achieve
your ends.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) —
A nagging cold or chronic
complaint may be remedied
now with medical assistance.
Your work efforts meet with
the boss's approval.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jarr: 19) la
Hal-hearted efforts to have
fun may not satisfy. Make
plans for a long vacation that
you'll truly enjoy. Contact old
friends.
_AQUARIUS _
( Jan. 20 to Feb. it) —
Family members may be
willing to help out financially.
• A long-term domestic am-
bition can now be realized.
Accent on security.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(
Minor indecision about
finances will be resolved) by
day's end. Agreements,
can tiiiets, and ' t-ooilerative -
ventures are finalized
favorably.
YOU BORN TODAY are
artistic, literary, and in-
terested in 'social reform.
Though concerned with
humanitarian principles, you
dislike taking orders and
function best in a 'position of
leadership. Law, diplomacy,
politics, and investment are
some of the fields which could
use your executive ability. No
matter what your occupation,
your intuition is an asset.
Learn to trust it. Your best
success comes when you find
practical ways to implement
your ideals. Art, literature,
philosophy, music, and acting
are other fields in which you'd
excel. Birthdate of: Ulysses S.
Grant, U.S. president; Sandy
Dennis, actress; and Samuel
F.B. Morse, inventor.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobscribers wee Inns net
received tloeir helomoileliverod
copy of The Murray teapot
limos by 330 P.m. Monday
Friday dr by 330 p.m. on
Saterdays an greed to tea
7S3.116 between ,3;30.m.lot
and 6 pia., all000day-Frisley, or
330 p.m. wad 4 p.m. Sew
days, to Mows delivery of tb•
newspaper. Calls most be
placed by 4 p.m. weekdays or
4 p.m. Seworarys to prareatee
COW 3011%17191 0
Ir'cococIL Brirlaoric..t•
1401 W. MAIN* PHONE 153-4681
Specials Good yk lame is boy I. bad Woe is.. 1-7 See-Time
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Hyde Park Inch/ Wrapped
AMERICAN CHEESE
SLICES
Hyde Park Frozen 6 oz.
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His Game's A Racket
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
His game isn't particularly
impressive, not like a rocket-
server such-as Roscoe Tanner,
or a bazooka-baselinar. like
Jimmy Connors.
"But when you go out to play
him," says Murray State
tennis Coach Bennie Purcell,
"you'd better be prepared to
stay out'all afternoon." That's
the game of Chris Leonard,
and he doesn't kid himself.
Sports
Racers' Leonard Will Give OVC aisawrow
Tennis Title Chase His 'Best Shot'
"I know my serve is just so-
so, and there's no particular
part of my game that stand§
out," says Leonard, the
captain of the Racer tennis
squad. "I just like to think I do
everything fairly well."
True — except for winning
matches. He does that ex-
tremely well, like 25 victories
in 36 tries last season at No. 4





• Murray State will hold
final Blue-Gold scrimmage
Friday night al 7:30 p.m. in
Roy Stewart Stadiug{. The
contest concluder the Racers'
spring football drifts.
The Gold teen will feature
running baCk Danny Lee
Johnson/ quarterback Ricky
Ray .* defensive back Terry
Loye, while the Blue squad
ptts quarterback Bryan Cra II,
tight end Kris Robbins and
linebacker Tony Boone.
A pregame get-together will
be held in the Racer Room at 6
p.m. for all Racer Club and
Booster Club members.
The contest will feature
celebrity media coaches,
including WPSD-TV Sports
Director Frank Morock and
Paducah Sun Sports Editor
Barry Forbes on the Blue
squad. The Gold squad will
feature WNBS-Radio Sports
Director Lee BurdOff, WSJP-
Radio's Keith Farrell and
Ledger and Times Sports
Editor Tony Wilson.




CALVERT CITY, Ky. -
Murray High tied Lone Oak
with a nine-hole total of ,156,
then won on a fifttPlace
Inatchup to capture a
quadrangular ..golf match
yesterday,
Lynn Sullivan's 37 helped_
the Tigers finish even with the
Purple Flash. Normally the
top four scorers for each team
count, but the tie forced the
No. 5 golfer to come into.play.
Mark Erwin's 42 provided the
difference.
Mayfield was third with 157,
followed by Marshall County
with 158..
Howard Boone and Greg
Cohoon each fired 39s for
Murray, and Trent Jones had-
a ,C .
The victory avenged an
earlier-season loss to Lone
Oak and, upped the Tigers'
slate to 7-2. They are
scheduled to compete in the
18-team Marshall County
Invitational at the Calvert
City Country Club Friday.
Murray Coach David
dallagher lists Paducah
llIghman as the favorite in
the event...
finished 25-6 last season, has a
good chance of doing that well
this year. The Racers are
currently 19-5, and he hopes
Leonard, as well as he, can
achievve the goal of an Ohio
Valley Conference cham-
pionship. .
-I feel like we're one of the
two best teams in the con-
ference right now, but the
tournament — that's a dif-
ferent story," Purcell says.
Students of the game, then,
should play close attention to a
match at the MSU tennis
complex tomorrow at 2:30
p.m.
That's when the Racers and
Leonard will get a chance to
prove to themselves that they
are as good as _any team —
,namely as got;d as Middle
Tennessee — in the con-
ference.
Murray has lost only two
matches to OVC teams, and
one came by a 7-2 score to the
Blue Raiders in Murfreesboro
earlier this year. "That's a
pretty good drubbing," said
Leonard.
He was thumped 6-0 in the
third set by Middle's No. 2
player, Dale Short, but
Leonard is optimistic of his
and the Racers' chances of
breaking the Blue Raiders' 17-
match winning streak.
"I didn't play well, but I still
won a set off of him (Short),"
he said. But if I — and we —
lose to them tomorrow, we'll
just about have to admit that
they are the better team,"
Tennis is unpredictable
enOugh, but college tennis is
downright sadistic to anyone
foolish enough to bet on the
outcome. Unlike the con-
ventional method of scoring, a
game in a college match is
scored 1-2-3-game, .with no
deuce, advantages or other
devices to draw out a match.
Leonard admits that . puts
extreme pressure on every
point. -If you double fault,
then get passed at the net,
right away you're down 2-0 on
your serve. You can't hope to
get two straight points and fall
back on the deuce score. It
takes much more consistent
play," he says.
After graduating from
Festus, Mo., High School in
1975, Leonard compiled a two-
year record of 44-5 at Jef-
ferson. Junior College before
his transfer to Murray.
Last season in the OVC
Tournament, he won his first-
round match before losing to
Middle's Peter Roberts by a 7-
6 count in the third set. So
excuse the corny saying,
Leonard says, but since this is
his last year, he wants to give
an OVC title his best shot.
After that, competitive
tennis will have to wait, at
leait' for a while, while he
receives his degree in
chemistry and mathematics.
And his future'?
"I start work June 1 at
Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Company," he says, placing
emphasis on the p's. The
company just happens to be in
his hometown of Festus. And
Leonard feels an experience
last summer may have
swayed him toward his future
in tennis.
"I taught some kids in a
tennis class in the parks
department, and I was really
surprised," he says. -Out of
the dozen or so eighth- and
ninth-graders, at least half of
them were better than I wasat
that age.
"Festus is only 20 miles or
so from St Louis, and I'd like
to have something to do with
those kids' going to St. Louis
and beating same of the big-
city boys in tOufnaments.-
Yankees Fined
By the Associated Press
'NEW YORK — The New
York Yankees, who have fined
reliever Rich Gossage and
.-,-serve catcher Cliff Johnson
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10 days' pay.each, can expect
an appeal of .-tke -discplinary
measures.
"I'm sure there will be an
appeal," Johnson'S—altififri
Tom Reich, said Tuesda
after the American League
baseball club announced the
fines for the players' parts in
the clubhouse scuffle which
left Gossage in need' of
surgery on a torn ligament in
his right thumb.
Gossage earns $330,000 per
season, or $1,860.11 per day.
according to a published
report, thus his punishment —
aside from the surgery which
markeeplilm out until July --
would total $18,603. Johnson.
meanwhile, reportedly draws
$100,000 per season and stands
to lose $5,586 based on a 179-
day season.
"My reaction to it is to try to
see tp it that Goose (Gossage
is all right and can get back in
the lineup and pitch again."
said Johnson before the
Yankees played the A's in
Oakland Wednesday night.
"The money plays a very
small part in it. "
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Town & Country Yamaha
Saturday April 28 -- 8:00 A.M. To 6:00 P.M. ,
1 Mile East of Murray on Hi-Way 94.
umuligA When you know how they're built.
Wray Ledger 8 Times
Chris Leonard has compiled a 18-5 record at No. 2 singles for the Murray State men's tennis team, and he hopes to earn an
Ohio Valley Conference title later this spring.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
Letters To Sports
Concerning The Racer Dormitory Issue
Dear Editor-:
I would like to congratulate that group of students who is
trying to prevent Ron Greene from giving his ballplayers
specia Ltreatn*nf at Murray State.
-Just, because a player is 6-8 or 6-10, it does not mean he
needs a 7-foot bed. He could always put his feet in a chair at
night. Also, why in the world would he-iied a bigger chair?
Sitting with your chiu on your knees can't be all that bad.
- I bet Joe B. Hall was really upset when he found out
May State players might even get carpet on the floor of
their dorm -IVOITIS- while the Univesity of -Kentucky players
are stuck in old Wildcat Lodge.
I also thought it was a good idea to write to the newspapers
that Murray State was in violation of NCAA regulations. So
what if the NCAA has not even written any regulations?
Did you know that these players even get to go in chartered
buses to many of their away games? Maybe Dr. Curris
should charter buses for everyone. .„
Murray State now has one of the best coaching staffs in the
country. So you students have your hands full if you are going
to keep our basketball program at the bottom of the OVC.





Who'll Pay You 9.295% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (181) days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest rate is subject to change at maturity.
This 9.195% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now through
May 1, 1979.
WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF









3 months $100 5.5% 5.653%
1 or 2 years $1.000 6.0*/* 6.183%
2',2 or 3 years S1,000 6.5% 6.715%
4 years $1,000 7.25% 7.518%
6 years $1,000 7.50% 7.787%
8 or 10 years $1,000 1.75% 8.057%
410,
Federal law requires a substantial interest penalt on amounts.w ithdra -1 before maturity amounting to 
for-
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NBA Playoffs  A's Minetto Takes 1st Win
:Lakers, Ousted From Playoffs,
Await Decision On Jerry West
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
The Los Angeles Lakers,
'their season over, now await
word whether Jerry West will
return as their coach.
Speculators said West would
step down from the post he
accepted in 1976, but West
wasn't saying much Wed-
nesday night after the Seattle
SuperSonics • had ibeaten the
Lakers 106-100 for a 4-1 victory
in their best-of-seven National
Basketball .Association.
semifinal.
"My plans for the future will
•' be known in seven to 10 days,"
said West, who played 14
seasons for Los Angeles, then
guided them to the playoffs
three consecutive seasons as
coach. "Otherwise, I have no
•
A comment on future plans."
The other takers can make
vacation plans, with Seattle
going on to meet the winner of
the Phoenix Suns-Kansas City
Kings series. The Suns beat
the Kings 108-94 Wednesday to
take a 3-1 lead in that set.
The Eastern Conference
semifinals resume tonight,
with the San Antonio Spurs,
leading 3-1. hoping to finish
the Philadelphia 76ers and the
Atlanta Hawks -- trailing 3-2
— seeking a tie with the
Washington Bullets.
All the SuperSonics have to
do is wait. They got 10 third-
quarter points from Fred
Brown and 10 fourth-quarter
points from Glis Williams in
rallying from a 59-53 halftime
deficifat the Seattle Coliseum.
21
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194.90 Pot Pdrson Extra
Seattle had been rousted
from its 1978-79 home, the
Kingdome, by a baseball
game between the Mariners
and Boston Red Sox. So they
returned to the confines of the
Coliseum, where they have
won 38 of the 42 games played
there since Len Wilkens took
over as coach.
Williams, replaced by
Brown early in the third
quarter, returned to score
eight points in the 12-2 Seattle
burst that put the SuperSonics
ahead 94-83 with 6:25 to play.
Williams 'topped all scorers
with 30 points — five more
than the Lakers' Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar, who was forced
to the outside by SuperSonic
defenders and missed several
turnaround jump shots.
Suns 108, Kings 94
Phoenix got 26 points from
guard Paul Westphal and
again succeeded in stifling
Kansas City rookie star Phil
Ford in taking a commanding
series lead.
The Suns can move into the
conference final with Seattle
Sports Briefs
by beating the Kings at
Phoenix Friday night.
Westphal, who had scored
just 12 points over the last two
contests, erupted for 16 in the.
second half alone.
Ford, who entered the game
having made just eight of his
35 field goal attempts,
managed only six more for 12
points.
"You've .got to give the
Phoenix •defense credit," said
Kansas City Coach Cotton
Fitzsimmons. "We only shot
in purls and that hurts."
Now the Kings must beat the
Suns in Phoenix, where they
have lost all four of their
games this season.
"People will say, 'They'll
throw in the towel now,' but I
guarantee we won't," said
Fitzsimmons.
Massive center Darryl
Dawkins of the 76ers, author
of slam dunks named the In
Your Face Disgrace" and the
"Left-Handed Spine Chiller
Supreme," will start against.
San Antonio as Philadelphia
struggles for survival.
By the:Associated Press
-Happy Birtlidayy to You,
Happy Birthday to You,
Happy Birthday Dear Yankee-
Killer, Happy Birthday to
The Oakland A's warbled
that little ditty to birthday boy
Craig Minetto Wednesday
night after he celebrated No.
25 in the best possible fashion,
recording his first major
league victory by beating the
world champion New York
Yankees 1-0 with clutch relief
from Jim Todd.
AMERICAN LEAGUE




being rased by the Mon-
treal Expos' organization on
Sept. 18, 1974, he went to
Bologna, Italy, in 1975 vf:heee
he made 41,000 a month in a
weekend league.
"They called rue 'Crik' in
Italy because they couldn't
pronounce Craig," he said.
There was no word on what
the Yankees celled him.
In other American League
action, the Boston Red Sox
downed the Seattle Mariners
4-1, the Baltimore Orioles beat
the California Angels 5-2, the
UCLA Now No. 1 In Baseball
BASEBALL
TUCSON,--Ariz, — UCLA,
with a 33-10 record, has
supplanted Hawaii as the
NCAA Division I's top
baseball team in the biweekly
"Collegiate Baseball"
newspaper poll.
The Bruins gathered 492
points in the poll of sports
writers, coaches and college
sports information directors.
Miami, Fla.. remained in
second place with 490 and
Hawaii fell to third with 488.
In the Division II poll, the
top three remained the same.
Florida International was first
with 490 points, Florida
Southern was one point behind
in second and Valdosta'State,
-Ga., was third at 484.
In Division I, Mississippi
State was fourth, Cleinson
fifth,' , California State at
Fullerton sixth, Southern
Illinois seventh, Florida State
eighth, Texas ninth and New
Orleans 100th.
TENNIS
LAS VEGAS, Nev, — Bjorn
Borg defeatedJohri Alexander
5-7, 6-4, 6-2 in the second round
of the $250,000 Alan King
Tennis Classic.
In other matches, Jimmy
Connors downed Dick
Stockton 6-4, 6-4; John
McEnroe topped Corrado
Barazzutti of Italy 6-3, 6-1;
Tim Gullikson upset defending
champion Harold Solomon 6-4,
6-1; Gene Mayer defeated
Peter Fleming 6-3, 3-6, 7-6;
Johan Kriek defeated Stan,
Itywhating
con pre g.uo lift.
Carpooling 11 pidting up.
•-1( IL/LULU/ I
, Carpooling can get you 'o
"work on time re4en to the
church on time): save you a
lot of money, ease the traffic
situation cut down on air
pollution and yes, make
new lona-lasting friendshiv.
More and more Ken
tucklans are carpooling
Here s why
I Cash. It's as simple a'
to 900 dollars a
year That's what car
pooiers save on the
average on gasoline and
. parking foes















work - alone That means
that on the average there are,
only 14 riders in each car
So it's little wonder..that our
present day commuting
habits are contributing to
our' traffic-congesTnn and
air pf(lIntion problems
Poolt.g is helping to ease
the ',illation fait so is
,* riding
Of of •ple,
natnhi.g a bus might be the
iih,;iireist and most cori
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),)( kot the savings
'r. van The tic r:Ihiy
the van and- its
its i'i it, divided (.(11. ,
the rvieLt.
7).,} ,o- .0 ler-, really siy,"
t)ty, .pechilly if the:,
to wock They spend a lot
less every week, compared
- to the gas and parking costs
they'd run up IA driving
their own cars
They get door-to-door
pick-up and delivery -
They don't have to fight
..rush-hour congestion They
can relax, nap. read or -
_enjoy  the rom_panionshjp_of
their fellow vanpoolers
. It's a good deal for the van
driver, too He or she gets a
free ride to and from work,
plus the use of the van for
personal business or family
outings To compensate for •
the ;oh, of driver, -passenger




Ask your empl,oyer about
Vanpooling and how yo ,1
can join a pool as a
passenger or a driver ( )r









Smith 7-5, 6-4, and Roscoe
Tanner. beat Raul Ramirez of
Mexico 7-5, 6-3.
TRACK AND FIELD
DES MOINES, Iowa — Jim
Howell dominated the field in
the running-As-vents and won
the Drake Relays decathlon.
Howell finished with 7,470
points to win for the first time
in six tries at Drake. Dennis
Adama of the Indiana Track
'Club was second with 7,333.
Howell won the 110-meter
high hurdles and 1,500 meters
and finished second in the pole
vault and javelin. He won the
400 meters in Tuesday's
opening round.
BASKETBALL
ST. Wig& — Houston
Rocketi--;einter-Moses Malone
was named NBA player of the
year and Kansas City Kings
guard Phil Ford was named
rookie of the year in a player
poll conducted by The Spor-
ting News.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
SEOUL — Teams from
Canada, Australia and three
other countries have arrived




Also among the first
arrivals were French,
Senegalese and Dutch teams.
ROBINSON DIES
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. —
Former University of Ten-
nessee football Coach Harvey
-1,—Robinson, a master tac-
tician of the single-wing of-












-- -̀"Great value on Sears
':quality fence. Gates, end





For room-size and wall-
to-wall carpets, see our
big selection of .colors
and piles.' Actual color
samples available.
"
• FREE 'PLANNING HELP
• FREE ESTIMATING




%WARS, ROF,11114 K ) I"
INI-Air Comer
PARKING rAcii,i-riEs
Kansas City Royals edged the
Chicago White Sox 7-6, the
Texas Rangers nipped the
Toronto Blue- Jays 4-3 in 10
innings and the Minnesota
Twins defeated the Cleveland
Indians 4-2.
The Detroit-Milwaukee
game was rained out in the top
of the fifth with the Brewers
leading 3-2.
The 6-foot left-hander, who
had made just one start in his
previoous six big league
games, combined with Todd
for a seven-hitter that bested
.the four-hit effort of loser Ed
Figueroa.
The A's scored in the sixth
when Glenn Burke led off with'
a drive that hit the wet grass
— it began to rain in the fifth
— and skipped past left fielder
Juan Beniquez for a triple. He
scored on 'Mitchell Page's
grounder.
Minetto was relieved by
Todd after Chris Chambliss
and Beniquez singled with one
out in the seventh. With
runners at first and third,
pinch hitter Jim Spencer
grounded into an inning-
ending double play.
Red Sox 4, Mariners 1
Jim Wright, making his first
appearance after starting the
season on the disabled list,
pitched flawless ball for 52-3
innings and George Scott and
Fred Lynn hornered as the
Red Sox beat Seattle for their
sixth straight victory and the
Mariners' 10th loss in a row.
Wright, who came off the
disabled list Tuesday, yielded
an infield single to Mario
Mendoza after retiring the
first 17 batters. He struck out
six and walked none in his six
scoreless innings.
Orioles 5, Angels 2
Steve Stone and Don
Stanhouse combined to pitch
Baltimore to its seventh
victory in a row and hand the
Angels their third consecutive
loss after a 10-game winning
streak. Doug DeCinces, who
scored what proved to be the
winning run on Rick Demp-
sey's sixth-inning single,
singled home two insurance
runs in the ninth. Frank
Tanana suffered his third loss
in five decisions.
Royals 7, White Sox 6
Frank White doubled with
two out in the bottom of the
ninth and scored oon Al
Cowens' single. Darrell
Porter, who drove in four
runs, gave the Royals a 6-5
lead with a solo home rtinin
the eighth but Bill Nahorodny
got the White Sox even in the
ninth with his second home
run of the game.
Rangers 4, Blue Jays 3
Tenth-inning singles with
two out by Al Oliver, Oscar
Gamble and pinch hitter
Johnny Grubb produced
Texas' winning run. Oliver
drove in the Rangers' other
three runs with singles in the
third and fifth innings. Texas
starter Ferguson Jenkins was
in line to become the majors'
first five-game winner until
Toronto nicked reliever Jim




State currently ranks last in
the battle for the Ohio Valley
Conference All-Sports Trophy.
Eastern Kentucky is first




Morehead 33.5t, Austin Peay
(30i and Murray (28).
Points for baseball, track







The full size shock that equals or exceeds
original equipment specifications. Fits most
U.S. cars and pickups and many imports. A
terrific value atsa shockingly low-price.
THIS SPECIAL LOW PRICE, PLUS INSTAUATION, ALSO
AVAILABLE AT PARTICIPATING CAROUEST SERVICE STATIONS
• AND GARAGES. LOOK FOR THE CAROUEST BANNER.
JOHNNY KITI-fERFORD
TWO-TIME INDY .0 WINNER
TAM SHOCK CEN
Good at CAROUEST Auto Parts Stores and participating dealers thru Arirtl 30 1979
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Wm 4, Lest 3, 'fled 1
Player eh
man Sunn blAla 39 S 12 9 429
Keith Ed wards 21 7 9 7 479
Ken McCuistun V 5 9 II 333
Den Key 6 1 2 4 333
Dun Rogers 6 0 2 0 313
Tun McAlister 19 6 6 3 316
Don Mangrove 23 5 7 1 3M
Kitty Garland 30 6 6 3 360
Keith Brown 6 5 2 2 25.
Mart Berberich 4 1 1 1 MO
Mike Shipwash 5110 MO
Kelly White 16 6 3 2 1117
Bill Fry 5 1 0 0 COD
Mike Shipwash 5 1 1 0 200
Kirk Starks 1 1 0 0 MO
Totals , 195 56 61 43 3L1
Results
Calloway I, Reidland 0.0. Symaona 5.7.
Lowe* 10. 11. Trigg Co 0, 9, Fancy Farm
4.8. Farmington 9 7. South Hopkins 2 2,
South Hopkins 6
Remailag Schedule
Apt! 27 - at Fancy Farm, 30 - Wuigu
May 1 - Reidland 2,, 2 at Fulton
County , 3 • at Wino. 4 - Farmington 7 -












































Murray 12. Henry County 1; 14, Cairo 2.
4, Cairo 7, 7. Mayfield 0, 4, Marshall
County 3, 5, Remiland 4 9. Christian Co 2;
9, Chrtstian Co 6
Remaking Schee/0k
April 21 • Grayson County 21
May 1 - at Mayfield 4 - Louisville
Western, 4 pm , 4 - Liminess County, 7.
pm , 5 - liameas County, 7 - Duitrict
































W L Pet. GB
Boston 11 4 733 -
New Y Lick 10 7 Mg 2
Ballonore 10 8 Sad 241
Detroit 6 5 246 3
Ntlwaidier 7 8 487
Toronto 6 11 323 6
Cleveland 5 10 333 6
W ENT
Calif onus 12 6 687
Texas 10 5 eV
Kumamoto 10 6 625 I
Kansas City 6 8 500 3
(Incas. 7 10 412 441
Oakland 8 13 .133. 6
Seattle 5 13 378 7
Wedaeaday's Game*
Minnesota 4. Cleveland 2
Detroit at Milwaukee, ppd . rain
Texas 4, Toronto 3, 10 innings
Kansas City 7, Chicago 6
Baltimore 5, California 2
Oakland 1, New York 0
Boston 4, Seattle I
Tharsday's Games
Detroit liillingharn 1-I and Baker 0-1,
at Milwaukee iSlaton 0-1 and Caldwell 3-
Cleveland (Paxton 0-1) at Kansas City
1Gale 0.2).
Baltimore D Martinez MI at Califor-
nia Ryan 3.11, n
New York iTtant 0-11 at Oakland
!Keough 0-21, (0)




Milwaukee at Toronto, In)
Minneso(s at Detroit, In)
Texas at Clones°, in)
Cleveland at Kanals City, In)
Laker Banquet
Set For Tonight
The Calloway County High
basketball banquet will be
held tonight at 7 p.m in the
high school cafeteria. The





Athletic Booster Club will
meet at 2 p.m. Sunday in the
high school cafeteria.
Show Mom how much
she means to you!
. on Mother's Day, Sunday, May 13. A
thoughtful card arid gift from Hallmark will show
her how special she is to you. every day!
t I97o Floarnark Cards.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W L Pet GB
lialadelpfua 11 4 733
Montreal 10 5 017 1
aiicago 7 6 518 3
St LOW 7 233 3
New York 6 411 442
Matsu/at) 6 10 375 541
WEST
Houston 12 5 706 -
Cincinnati 9 9 500 34%
San Francisco 9 10 474 4
San Diego 11 421 5
Los Angeles 1 12 .410 641
Atlanta 5 12 304 7
Wedneaday's GRIMM
Pittsburgh 3, Cincinnati 2, 11 innings
Montreal 9. San Diego 6
('lucago 4, Houston 0
Philadelphia 5, Los Angeles 4
St Louis at Atlanta, ppd , rain
New York 2, San Francisco 0
Thursday's GILMCS
Houston lRichard 3-0. at Chicago
,McGlothen 2-1)




San Francisco at Montreal
Chicago at Atlanta. lfl)
Houston at Pittsburgh, In)
St Louis at ('inctrumtl,
Los Angeles at New York,





outfielder, Montreal Expos, for three days
and fined tom $500
FOOTBALL
National Football League
DENVF.R BRONCOS -Signed Vince
Kinney, wide reciever, to a series of one
year contracts. Signed Lee Grass, center
NEW ENGLAND PATFU-(YTS-Signed
Ray Jarvis and John Fticno, wide




Sam Brats, linebacker. to a three-year
contract
HAMILTON TIGER-CATS-- Signed








BATTING 35 at bata)-A0bver, Tex,
.414; Cooper. Md. .407, Kemp, Oat, 403;
Downing, Cal, .397; --Rice, Ban, , 315;
Porter, KC. .385.
RUNS- Lansford, Cal, 17; Lynn, Ban,
16, Rife, Bgl, 15: ()owning. Cal. 15;
RMiller, Cal, 15
RB1-Baylor. Cal, 24; Porter, KC, 17;
Lynn. Ban, 16. Cooper, Mil. 16; lament);
Mil, 15; Grid', Cal, 15.
HITS-Lemon, Chi, 28; Downing, Cal.
27; Lansford, Cal, 27; Carew, Cal, 26;
Gfich, Cal, M
DOUBLES-Downing, Cal, 8 ; Hia le, Mil,
7; Lemon, Chi, 7, Cooper, MU, 6;
CWW6N/WCTIY:07-Glirett, KC, 6; Hurdle,
/CC. 6; Norwood, ?din.
TRIPLES-Grich, Cal, 2; Ftlifiller, Cal,
2; ABanntstr, Chi, 2, Porter, KC, 2.
Norwood, Min, 2; Horton, Sea, 2.
HOME RUNS-Lynn, Bsn, 8; Cooper.
-8411, 3; Aduens, Cal, 5; GricJi, Cal, 5; 6 Tied
-- With 4.
STOLEN BASES-JCruz, Sea, 8,
Randolph. NY; 7, Harrah, Cle, 6; 6 Tied
With 5.
PITCHING 3 Decisions i-John, NY, 4-
0, 1 000, 0.83, Jenkins, let, 4-0, 1.000. 1.82,
Drage. Ban, 3.0,1.000,1.53; Kocianan,
3-0, 1 COO. 424; Palmer, Bel, 3-1, 750, 3.05;
C,aldwell, 3-1, 730,2.31. Ryan, Cal, 3-
1, 750, 333; Wortham, Chi, 3-1, .750, 346
STRIKEOUTS-Ryan, Cal. 33: Jenkins,
Tex, 30. Wortharn, Chi. 73, FRanrostr,















*free 10 oz. soft drink





BATTING 135 at bats I-Winfield. SD,
.416; Foster, (in, .400; GMaddox, Phi.
-775; Griffey, Cin, .351; Cedeno. Htn, 348.
RUNS-Puhl, Htn, 17; Lopes, LA, 15;
Parker, Pgh, 14; Concepcn, Cin, 14;
Wlnfield, SD, 14.
RBI-Foster, Cin, 16; Kingman, Chi, 17;
JCruz., Htn, IS; Driessen, On, 15: Turner,
 50. 15
HITS-Winfield. SD. 32; Foster, CM, 7a;
Garvey, LA. 20; Concepcn, Cm. 26;
Griffey, CM, 36; Russell, IA, 26.
DOUBLES-Griffey, On, 8; Garner,
Pgh, 7; Kfirnandz, SU., 7 Crornartie, MU,
6; Reit:, 311..6; Morgan, Cin, 6; Winfield.
SD, 6; Whitfield. SF, 6.
• TRIPLES-TScott,Sth, 3; 0-TI,LWith 2.
HOME RUNS-Murphy, All. 7;
Kinsmen, Chi, 6; Bonnet!. AU, 5; Schmidt,
Phi. 4, JMilner, Pgh, 4; Simmons, SU., 4;
Matthews. AU. 4. •
STOLEN BASES-Moreno, Pgh. 8;
Cabell, Mtn, 8; JCruz, Htn, 8; Morp,an, Ctn.
7, Puhl. Mtn, 6.
PITCHING 3 Decislonsi-Ruthven,
Phi, 3.0. 1.0011, 2.48, Littell, Stl„ 3-0, 1 OM,
184, Andular. Htn. 3-0, I COO, 0.50:
KForsch, 14th, 3-0. LOCO. 1.64; Richard,
Htn, 3-0, 1.000, 2.51; Blue, SF. 4-1. .900,
501; McGlothen, Chi, 2-1, 667, 4.00;
Palmer, MU. 2-1, .667, 2.89.
STRIKEOUTS-Richard, Htn, 34.
Sutton, LA. 24; Blue, SF, 72. DRolonson,




By the Associated Press
CHICAGO - Baseball
league officials are meeting
with major league umpires at
an undisclosed location to
work out a settlement to the
umpires' strike, Com-
missioner Bowie Kuhn says.
Kuhn said that in addition to
the meeting Wednesday, both
sides met last Saturday! 'and
plan to continue doing so in an
attempt to settle the dispute.
Speaking at an American
Bar Association luncheon
Wednesday, Kuhn said he
never considered the strike a
"leaglie matter" and denied
that the commissioner's office
.4yis avoided _t;20icitvis
the dispute.
"The commissioner is very
much involved in the
situation," he said. "You are
sometimes much better off to




Beet id sna. Series
Easters Camden:ace
Game I
San Antonio 119, Philadelphia 106
Game 2
San Antonio 121„ Philadelphia 110
Game 3
Philadelphia 113, San Antonio 125
Game 4
San Antonio 115, Philadelphia 112
Thursday's Game
Ptuladelptua at San Antonio, n
Sunday's Game
San Antonio at Phdadelptua, if neces-
mu)
Wedisearlsy, May 2




Washington 103, Atlanta 89
Game 2
Atlanta 107, Washington 99
Game 3
Washington 89, Atlanta 77 '
Game 4
Washington 120. Atlanta 118, OT
Tuesday's Game




Atlanta at Washington, if necessary
Western Conference
Game 1
Phoenix 102, Kansas City 99
Game 2
Kansas City 111, Phcenis 91
Game 3
Phoenix 108, Kansas City 93
Wednesday's Game
Phoerux 106, Kansas City 94
Friday's Game
Kansas City at Phoenix, TBA, if neces-
sary
Sunday'. Game
Phoenix at Kansas City, ,n if neces-
sary
Tuesday. May 1
Kansas City at Phoenix, is,, if noces-
Sary
Game 1
Seattle 112, Los Angeles 101
Game!
Seattle 108. Los Angeles 103, OT
Game 3
Los Angeles 1111. Seattle 112, (Yr
Game 4
Seattle 117, Los Angeles 115
Wednesday's Game
Seattle 106. Los Angeles 100
Friday's Game
Seattle at LDS Angeles, TBA, if neces-
sary
Sunday's Game
Los Angeles at Seattle, if necessary
Phils Sweep LA Series
By the Associated Press
There was only one thing
wrong with the Philadelphia
Philhes' three-game sweep
over the Los Angeles Dodgers
- the timing.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
A sweep in April just isn't
the same as a sweep in
October, and nobody knows
that better than Pete Rose, the
$3.2 million free agent signed
by the Phils last winter in
hopes of ending their string of
fall failures.
"Man, I wish that was the
third game of the playoffs,"
said Rose, who singled home
the winning run with two out in
the ninth inning to give the
Phillies a 5-4 victory over:, the
Dodgers Wednesday night and
a sweep of the three-game
series between last year's
National League playoff
rivals.
The Phils have reached the
best-of-five championship
series the last three seasons,
losing each time. Last fall the
Dodgers beat them in four
games.
In other National League
games, the New York Mets
blanked the San Francisco
Giants - 2-0, the Pittsburgh
Pirates edged the Cincinnati
Reds 3-2 in 11 innings, the
Montreal Expos outscored the
San Diego Padres 9-6 and the
Houston Astros shut out the
Chicago Cubs 4-0. St. Louis at
Atlanta was rained out. -
The Phils won the first two
games of the series 4-3 and 7-6,
both in 10 innings.
Philadelphia has won nine of
its last 10 games and is now 11-
4, its most wins ever in the
month of April.
The Dodgers had scored
three runs in the eighth inning
to take a 4-3 lead before the
Philhes bounced back against
rookie reliever Rick Sutcliffe.
Mets 2, Giants 0
New York's Craig Swan
pitched the first two-hitter of
his career, striking out four,
walking one and retiring 16
consecutive batters in one
stretch. The Mets managed
just three hits, but one of them
was John Stearns' first home
run of the season off the left-
held foul pole leading off the
fifth inning.
Pirates 3, Reds 2
Dave Parker doubled to lead
off the 11th inning and came
around to score on Lee Lacy's
sacrifice fly as Pittsburgh won
its second in a row after a
sixga me losing streak.
Cubs 4, Astros 0
Dennis Lamp fired a five-
hitter and Dave Kingman and
Bobby Murcer hit borne runs
as Chicago blanked Houston
for its fifth straight victory.
Trevino Is Happy
As Tourney Begins
By the Associated Press
NEW ORLEANS - Lee
Trevino romped through the
obligatory pro-am phase 01 the
Greater New Orleans Open,
quipping and putting with
equal ease but keeping *to
himself his thoughts on
today's opening round of the
$250,000 tournament.
"I shot a 70 - four birdies
and a couple of bogies, but
mine of that counts," he said
Wednesday. "All of that gets
wiped out. It's just for fun."
Trevino has earned $83,099
on the PGA tour this season,
ninth best. Two of those who
lead him - Tom Watson with
$229,966 in earnings and Lon
Hinkle with $1005,999 —are
among those competing for
the $45,000 waiting for the
winner here.
"I'd like to win it all,"
Trevino said. "I don't like to
leave anything on the table,
"I love to pay taxes. I'd like
to pay the federal government
$1 million a year in taxes."
Trevino said he's fully
recovered fl'om the back
problems that made 1977 such
a painful year for him.
•
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA










Hwy. 641 South-Murray, Ky. - 753-9491
_
Open 9 A.M. To 9 P.M. Daily






















































anytime . . . In any weather
Waterproof Connectors .
prevent water damage.
Deep Set, Recessed Screws
look and tighter case. -
It Floats ... Easily retrieved
dropped overboard.
Reads to 70 Ft. . . ...Deeper











Buy Any 2 Heddon
Regular Discounted
The 3rd one of equal
\.5 .4,41,40
'






































, 1",- 'i , 4 kir
i .1 4' • e4
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. '.:„::. ;1..' Ain. !
Sturdily constructed of the finest quality steel
'and wire, heavily galvanized ond strongly rein-
forced. Efficient, durable and easily operated,
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- W . h the added
Suriyn cover. The Lee r'Pvino Professional
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° highest quality steel.
block enamel with
b,oss bolt and nut
for mounting.
' •114"."16 '•••' 
&Ile 894 .
HEADQUARTERS FOR 'FISHING TACKLE I Sale Ends May 9th
U. 1111 NIL RH Is% .t 1- 1../1 F
. H & I Thursda), April 20,1979
Symposium To Feature Performances
A free public performance
of mountain songs, tales,
riddles, arid dances will be the
highlight of a humanities
symposium by WKMS-FM
radio at Murray State
University on Friday and
Saturday, April 27-2a.
To focus on the relationship
between the humanities and





3 Operators To Serve You
Suzette Vaughn, Edith Sledd, Doris Brittain
—CLOSED MONDAYS—
the media, the symposium
sponsored by the National
Endowment for the
Humanities will include a
reception, a tour of the radio
station facilities, panel
discussion, and two per-
formances which are free and
open to the public.
Jim Gage will present folk
music and folklore, and Jim
Wayne Miller will give a
reading of regional poetry in a
program to begin at 7 p.m.
Friday, April 27, in the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery on the fourth
floor of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Both Gage and
Miller are members of the
Spring's In Bloom
Friday & Saturday
 Lemon Tree Brand
Lecithin 100 Caps 
Vitamin E 400 I. U. 100 Caps 
Vitamin B Complex 50 mg 100 Caps
Vitamin C-500 mg












































Fri. ft Slts• 1
SPecia
faculty at Berea College..
The Pikeville Players will
present mountain songs and
other examples of the Ken-
tucky mountain heritage at
2:30 p.m. on Saturday, April
20, ia Eagle Gallery. Their
performance, free and open to
the public, is based on Dr
Leonard Roberts' book en-
titled "South from Hell fer
Sartin."
%VIM.% which broadcasts at
91.3 on the FM dial, is a
nonprofit, noncommercial fine
arts radio service which






exhibition of 125 works by the
American artist Alexander
*Calder (1890-1976 is on view
at .the Smithsonian's Hir-
shhorn Museum and Sculpture
Garden through May 13.
The exhibition includes
Calder's most famous in-
ventions, mobiles and
stabiles, as well as sculptures
in wire, wood and bronze.





We will design or help you with your design for any
occasion. All supplies can be found at-
.7 •








AT THE DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER
44,K CORNER
sad Duuelana Slioppulg Center - Cheatind St.
tag Murray, Ky 42071Phone 759-1Z9
Earring Special
Saturday, April 28
thru Saturday, May 5
Ears Pierced
FREE
Studs -$3.00 Reg. $4.95




V.' the green door • NV
Di.ieund (enter hestriut Street
TWICE
AS LARGE!
Now 3,000 Square Feet Filled With Gift
Items From All Over the World.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SPECIALS
*Designer Sheet Sets Reduced 40%
*Toys I/2 Price
•Thongs S1.25 Pair
•Big 14 Price Table
Visit The Exciting Gift
Center In This Area
OPEN UNTIE 530 Mon.-Sat.
20% OFF
Storewide
Friday & Saturday Only





Fri. & Sat. Only
2 Groups





Tops Navy 8 Pink Reduced
Douglas Marc
Jon tzen
Terry both Slacks. Shorts 8 Tops
Swim Suits 8 Coverups.


















Green 8 Raspberry Separates
Faded Glory
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Opening Of Murray State Legal
Resources Library To Be April 28
The opening of the new
Legal Resources Library at
Murray State University on
Saturday, 'April 28, will in-
clude a legal workshop en-
titled "Management of the
Small Law Office" as a ser-
vice to area attorneys.
Attorneys will gather at 9:45
a.m. in the new facility on the
ground floor of the Pogue
Special Collections Library
for coffee and donuts and a
short tour of the remodeled
and redecorated library.
following the tour, Murray
attorney Harold T. Hurt and
John O'Brien, legal ad-
ministrator for the Hurt law
firm, will present the
workshop in the library until
11:45 a.m.
Attorneys attending the
opening and workshop will be
the guests of Murray State for
a noon luncheon with the
board of regents in the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Bill
Westberry of Marion,
president of the Kentucky Bar
Association, will preside at the
— luncheon, and Federal
District Judge Edward H.
Johnstone will be the featured
speaker.
The Legal Resources
Library is intended to serve
students and laymen, as well
as attorneys, according to
librarian Quava Honchul. She
noted that there are now 32
law-based courses in different
disciplines of the Murray
State curriculum.
Planning for the legal
library was begun last
summer before the opening of
the Harry Lee Waterfield
library as the main library on
the campus, -Mrs. Honchul
said.
She added that the idea for a
legal research center on the
campus originated with
James 0. Overby, the
university attorney, several
years ago. When the move was
made into the Waterfield
Library in September of 1978,
space became available in the
old library building.
Overby, whose office Is now
located adjacent to the Legal
Resources Library, said the
legal research center will
provide a valuable service to
attorneys in the region . who
have been traveling to Nash-
ville, Louisville, or Lexington
to do legal research.
He pointed out that the
development of the library has
had the full support of Dr.
Constantine W. Curris,
university president, as well
as cooperation from Dr.
Edwin Strohecker, dean of
libraries.
"They both recognized the
opportunity to provide a
valuable service to the legal
profession, as well as to
students and the ordinary Mrs. Honchul said a corn-
citizen who has a lega,j, plete list of the holdings has
question he would like to
research," Overby said.
The Legal Resources
Library has shelf room for
20,000 volumes, two con-
ference rooms, a reading
area, a librarian's office, an
orientation area, and a service
area.
Mrs. Honchul said the
library now has holdings of
about 15,000 volumes and gets
93 current legal journals.
Some of those law books and
journals were purchased with
funds from an appropriation
of 6100,000 to the university in
The Hyde Park Tomato Catsup which ran in Parker's Grocery ad Wed-
nesday was incorrect. It should have read:





federal and state statutes,
American Digest System,
National Reporter System,
U.S. Code, Federal Register,
Code of Federal Regulations,
and updating services
covering patent law, criminal
law, aviation, automobiles,
advertising, occupational




been mailed to all area bar
associations.
Legal Resources Library
hours will be 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday through Thursday, 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Friday, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday, and 2
to 10 p.m. Sunday. Special
hours will be observed on
holidays and when the




Students at East Calloway
Elementary School named to
the honor roll for the past six
weeks have been released by




Mize, Ashley Miller, Brad
Skinner, Renee Taylor, Chris
Satterwhite, Tammy Thomas,
Tina Boyd, Joanna Herndon,
Dawn Hall, John Kelso, and
Jeanetta-Geurin.
• Seventh Grade—
• Carlie Morison, Wade
Powers, Daysha Smith, Lisa
Chaney, Bill Chaney, Jill
Childress, Evy Jarrett, Jay
Herndon, Tammy Lusk, and
Amy McCage.
Eighth Grade—
• Mike Holloay, Paula
Underhill,' Cheryl Frank.
Perry Cooper, Vincent Alton,
and Ronnie Bryan.
Reach out.
Reach out and touch someone.
She's husy in the kitchen. hut the recipe she wants is a continent away. So two old friends put their heads
tngether with a phone call and agree on the ingredients. You can all a faraway friend to find out what's
cooking or just to say hi. Dial the One-Plus way to any other state, except Alaska and Hawaii. after 5 p.m.
Ten minutes won't cost more than $2.57 (plus tax); even less if you call after 11 p.m. or on weekends.,
So reach out and touch someone. Someone who's waiting to share your day
ritt-s do Nit applytil operat,or-3.,sisivd or c!iiit telephone cdis
POWERFUL! NEW! TRS••80Tm COMPUTER
yesterday's dream

















• Help manage your budget
• Teach BASIC4 programming
• Store and update mailing lists
• Entertain with exciting games
• And much, much more!
• BASIC Is the stmpldred Engfish-based computer language used by IRS-SO
Add hardware and the proper programs.
and the TRS-80 will keep a 100-account
general ledger with up to 1800 entries
per month It can control a 1000-item
inventory. providing a wealth of
valuable management information,------
calculate and 'print paychecks, pay your
bills, or prepare monthly statements.
Use Radio Shack's programs or create
your own.
A dream-come-true
A computer publication recently stated
that Radio Shack's $4000 expanded
system with printer and disk memory
". . . compares very favorably with the
early 1970s IBM offerings in the
$120.000 range.- And the heart of that
system is our Level 1116K TRS-80
pictured. Just $988. And easily
expandable to include printers, disk
memory and more when -you 'need it.
Available now from most Radio Shack
stores and participating dealers What
can you do with the TRS-80? Well that's







PRICES MAY VARY AT iNMVIDUal STOOIES




























Dr. Laurence Harvtn and
Dr. Jerry Perkins
fMTSU Faculty Members
To Give Recital At MSU
Dr. Laurence Harvin,
violinist, and Dr. Jerry
„Perkins, pianist, members of
:the music faculty at Middle
_Tennessee State University in _
Murfreesboro, Tenn., will
present a recital at Murray
State University on Monday
evening, April 30.
Scheduled at 8:15 p.m. in the
Recital Hall Annex, the
program will include three
movements from each of four
works - "Sonata Con-
certante, Opus 65" by Jeno
Takacs, "Sonata in E Flat,
Opus 18" by Richard Strauss,
"Sonata in E Major" by
Pergolesi, and "Second
Sonata" by Charles.Ives.
Sponsored by the Depart-
ment of Music at Murray
State, the recital is open to the
public at no admission charge.
Harvin, who heads the
string division at Middle
Tennessee, is widely known as
a violinist in the South and
Midwest. He has made
numerous recital ap-
pearances, as well as ap-
pearing with such diverse
orchestras .as the Oklahoma
City Symphony and the
University of Alabama
• Collegium Musicum.
Harvin has appeared on
radio and on National
Education Television as a
:recitalist arld as a member of
:the Sanders Trio. He earned
;:the doctorate in performance
t Florida State University
.,;itrider the tutelage of Richard
Burgin. He has also studied
.'„avith Ivan Galamian, Emil
aab, Norman Paulu, Paul
:Makanowitzky,' and Tadeuz
yironski.
Perkins, who is chairman of
-1-Ihe piano faculty at Middle
7,7ennessee, was a first prize
:=Orinner in the American Music
cholarship Association
„t-competition. He has made
/1:inany appearances with or-
,/ :;2hestras„„chamber ensembles,
/ fiind in solo recitals, including
„.:Jais New York debut in Town
Hall in 1971.
He studied at the College
: Conservatory of Music of the
University of Cincinnati on a
_University Honor Scholarship
and later earned a doctoral
degree at Boston University.
His teachers have included
Leo Sirota, Jeno Takacs, and
Bela Na
Class M - Daviess County
Middle: excellent; Mayfield
Middle and Heath Middle,
good; Ind Livingston County
Bands Gain Honors At
Regional Band Festival
Thirteen of 29 high school,
junior high school, and middle
school bands from West
Kentucky earned superior
ratings in the First Region
Band and Orchestra Festival
at Murray State University
Friday and Saturday.
Awarded the top rating by a
panel of three judges were:
Class M (middle school) -
Murray. Middle (seventh
grade), Murray Middle Grade 5 - Marshall County,
( eighth grade ) , Ballard excellent.
County Middle, Lone Oak Grade 6 - Paducah nigh-
Middle, Reidland Middle, and man, excellent.
Trigg County Middle; Class D
( junior high) Caldwell Comity
and Brazelton; Grade 4 -
'Murray High Concert Band
and Reidland High School;
Grade 5 - Lone Oak High
School and Murray High
Symphonic Band; and Grade 6
- Trigg County High School.
Middle, fair.
Class D - Benton, North
Marshall, Jetton, and
Brazelton Strings, excellent
and South Marshall, good.
Grade 3 - Livingston
County, excellent.
Grade 4 - Crittenden




except for Class M for Middl(
schools and Class D for junior
high schools, are determined
by the level of the difficulty of
music selected for presen-
tation, according to Richard
W. Farrell, Murray State
music chairman emeritus and
Other ratings in the corn- festival manager.
petition sponsored by the Judged superior in the sight
Kentucky Music Educators reading category were:
Association and Department Daviess County Middle, Lone
of Music at Murray State Oak Middle, Paducah Tilgh-
included : man High, Caldwell County
High, Trigg County High,
Reidland .High, Lone' Oak
High, and the Murray High
Symphonic Band.
'ENROLLEE OF THE MONTH' — Hilda Ahon (second from left) was presented
'Enrollee of the Month' at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens meeting Tues-
day at St. John's Episcopal Church. She was given the award for the contribudon she
has made as clerical assistant to the senior citizens group. (From left) Kathleen Godlin
Jackson Purchase Senior Training and Employment Program Coordinator Bill Phillips
,chairman cif the Murray:_Calloway County Senior Citizens and-Tripp Thurman, Murray-
Calloway County Sen/or Citizens Director made the presentation.
Stiff Photo by Matt Sanders
Nation's Largest Retailer States It
Will Not Accept Federal Contracts
CHICAGO (AP) - Sears,
Roebuck and Co., the nation's
largest retailer, says it will
accept no further federal
contracts because of a




R. Telling said Tuesday that
Sears will honor existing
government cOntracts but will
not bid upon or accept'
tracts -for an indefinite time,
beginning immediately." The
company's dealings with the
government amount to about
.1 percent of its annual





is now working at Leta's Beauty Salon
on Monday and Saturday SheKinvites
her fiends to call her for an ap-
pointment at
753-8282
Telling said Sears was
taking the action because the
Office of Federal Contract--
Compliance ...programs had
started what he-said appears
tn be -a campaign of
harassment, subterfuge or
retaliation." Companies that
bid on government contracts
must comply with federal civil





agency, to resolve what it
described as conflicting laws
and regulations restricting
jobs and promotions for
• minorities and women.
"After 15 months of silence,
but within weeks after our suit
was , filed, the OFCCP sud-
denly decided to 'field test' the
company's model affirmative
action compliance plan,'"-
Telling said. -Last month, the
OFCCP told us it intends to
conduct almost as many on-
site , reviews in the next two
months as it conducted in all
of 1978."
Agency director Weldon
Rougeau said "the govern-
ment has not harassed or
intimidated Sears."
Rougeau said Sear i ap-
proached his office two years
ago to obtain approval of a
national affirmative action




' ediciPtial is-in need of owner/operator or,operation with drivers, due
'to In-ct*A7se biisiiiess-aiid additional a uthoritr.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operating drive in as
well as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late model, 3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and have a
driver at least 25 years of age With a Minimum of 2 years over the road
experience and a good background, then do yourself a favor and con-
tact Carl McBride (901) 784-4951 at Hurnbolt, Tn.
"After review by our staff
and lawyers, we determined
that several changes were
needed and requested that the
format for the national AAP
be tested at selected Sears
facilities. Sears balked and





Names of students listed (.14
the honor roll for the past six
weeks at the North Calloway
Elementary School have been
released by Jim Feltner,







Janna Hopkins, Mike Keeling,
Jill Riley, Lisa Robinson,
William Feclijoy, Aneia
Balentine, Daina Crick,








—*Michell, Steve Freni h. Jeff
Harris, Brad Haley, I .1)F1
Burkeen, and Danny Pi ott
Eighth Grade-
Ketth Allbritten
Rakestraw, Tracy • k ,;
Teresa Jones, Gabb s,
Mark Roberts, H
McDougal, Alan Mill, •
Brown, Gina Coy, Pa ;,
Grady, . Van !hwy. (
13azzell' and Rema Petier- - - 
BIBLE TRANSIAIRPSS
NEW YORK , (AP: -AL,
least one book of the Billie hhd
been published by 'the
1978 in 1,660 of the












o frizz, no odor, gentle even for
color treated hair.
79sa e$1
Family Size 24 az. Baby Powder, or
family size 16 oz, Baby Oil.
One-A-Day
Multiple Vitamins
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6 qt. Slo Cooker, pot lifts from base for range top












Fits most faucets, holds tight,




























Tans you like you've never tan-
ned before, more evenly every
where. Created from Reflective
materials developed for the





12" high burns kerosene or lamp oil.
Reflector and hanging bracket in-





































Erasable Ink Pen. The only-pen that
erases mistakes, eefillable. •
Reg. $1.69
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-%-44 ciia, 50'-75'-100' Lengths
Rolls Start At $459
Large Selection... Checker Brand
*Paint Thinner *Remover *Stripper *Turpentine *emote








Comes in La Pint,
L2 Pint, pint, qts. & Gal.






5 & 25 1.11. Bags
Lawn Mower
Accessories
Mufflers - Blades -
Blade Adapaters - Car


















For Repairing or Replacing Screen
24"-28"-30"-36" & 48" Widths
Discount Prices













For use on poured
concrete, concrete
lock, cinder block,









113 Reel and Zebco
7145 Rgga










































Police Positive With 4" barrel and
fixed sights
.38 Special
































Shell is 100% Rayon,













Complete kit fits any line well or con-
tainer. Pumps water in, out and aerates
at 400 gallons per hour
pomp et P•e••••• 0.19Or
Mr. so • I10.• VOW !Met." N..41[1.,•



















Boat horn with a sonic blast. Up to 200
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REALTOR LUNCH — At the Wednesday afternoon Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors luncheon held at
the Triangle Inn. (left picture, from left) Carolyn Ha!ford, secretary of the realtors board is presented flowers for
secretary's week from board president Bill kopperud. Guest speaker at the luncheon was (right picture) Louise Gen-





formerly, of Calloway County,
died Wednesday at het home
in Grosse' Point, Mich. She
was 74 years of age.
The deceased is the wife of
Claude Emerson who died
Dec. 8, 1959. Born Aug. 24,
1905, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
William Rufus Outland and
Nana Jane Biandoll Outland.
Mrs. Emerson is survived
by one daughter, Miss Hilda
Emerson, Grosse Point,
Mich.; one sister. Mrs, George
Minnie Jane Nanney,
Murray Route 6; a sister-in-
law, Mrs. Opal -Carr,
Savannah, Tenn.; two
brothers, Rufus and Clifford
Outland, both of Murray
Route 6.
The body will be returned to
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home where friends may call
at a time to be announced.
IS., calkm• cs aieural to nowt se Wu. ertnntrs mut ••••••••• of omal••••es • •••
trytemni• • pro., elealgim Mr" Wr. owes com...1
(1.1.11 war lbw.. nomIS. amelii••• or bet Or rtell
George Ed "Pete" Waldrop,
2103 Edinborough Drive,
Murray, has been named
coordinator of Bill Cox's Lt.
Governor Campaign in
Calloway County.
Waldrop, 42, is a membel• of
the Murray State University
Thoroughbred Club and the
University Church of Christ.
He and Mrs. Waldrop, the
former Joy Stinnett, of
Madisonville, are parents of
two children, Mark, 11, and
Julie, 4.
Waldrop, a graduate of
Murray Training School, holds
a Master of Education degree
from Murray State Univer-
sity. With the exception of 10
years, he has spent his entire
life in Calloway County.
When contacted, Cox said he
is extremely appreciative to
have...a-person of Waldrop's
Corrections & Amplifications
In Wednesday's story on the Planning Commission, the
letter read at the meeting from James L. Johnson,
executive secretary of the Murray Chamber of Com-
merce, favored more housing in Murray, not specifftally
Dan Miller's residential planned development project.
The Murray Ledger & Times Ones to correct promptly any errors-
in fact or darify.any misleading information appearing in news ar-
ticles. That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need
for clarification please call 753-1918
public interest, organizational
and leadership abilities and
unfaltering enthusiasm as
chairman of Calloway County.-
He stated that Waldrop is
recognized as a Perstn in the
community who shares the
view with Cox that Kentucky
needi-a better state govern-
ment, not more state gover-
nment
'With people like Pete on
our team; we can't lose,.:,' Cox
said.
Bill Cox, who is considered a
frontrunner in the race for Lt.
Governor, is a former F-ederal
Highway Administrator, who
resigned in May. 1978, to enter
the Lt. Governor's race. Cox is
a businessman who owns
businesses in Frankfort and
Louisville, hot., who resides
with his family in Madison-
ville, Ky.
He has over 10 years ex-
perience , in Kentucky
government, serving as a
member of , its legislative
body, as chief executive of-
ficer for the Lt. Governor, and
as special legislative assistant
to the governor.
- Cox also has over 10 years
,experience as a member of the






EVERY FRIDAY, SATURDAY, AND SUNDAY!!!
REAL OLD FASHIONED
HICKORY SMOKED BAR-B-QUE
Sandwich - - Dinner By The Pound
Plate Lunch Special Served Every Day!
BIG JOE'S BAR-B-QUE
Mayfield Road - Murray
Open Everyday At 5 a.m. (Sunday at 7 a.m.)
Now Under New Ownership and Management
759-1864




in Kirksey will join together in
worship on Sunday, April 29,
at 7 p.m. at the Kirksey United
Methodist Church, _
Persons from the following
churches are being especially
invited: Nazarene, Cum-
berland Presbyterian, and
Methodist; however anyone in
the Kirksey .area who may
wish to participate is en-
couraged to attend, according
to the Rev.- Fred French.
pastor of the Kirksey United,
Methodist Church.
The Rev. Horace Dukes of
Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene will be the speaker.
The Kirksey UM Women
will serve refreshments
following the worship hour.
Monday Final. Day
For Set-Aside Signup
Monday, April 30, is the final
date for signing up to par-
ticipate in the Set-aside
Program. . .
Persons who have not talked
with anyone in the Calloway --
County ASCS Office should go,
by and let someone explain the
program benefits to them
according to officials.
Some of the program
benefits are: Voluntary
diversion payments; com-
modity loans; target price
payments, al Guaranteed
$3.40 per bu. for wheat, (to








Sponsored bY the Kent::
Department of Educatiol
Murray State Univers
workshop will begin at
Friday, -April 27, ani
scheduled to end at 3 p
following-day. All sessii
be held in the auditortur:,
Mason Hall, - the nur•i
building.
Featured clinicians ,A 11;
Sherry Sims. Ursulme Schrm
Arthur Han 0..
Eastern Kentucky Uni%,.• •
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Attack On Utilities A Hoax
b. By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Democratic gubernatorial
candidate George Atkins has
charged that rival Terry
McBrayer's attack on utility
firms is a campaign hoax that
hides the fact that McBrayer's
law firm has represented the
same companies he sup-
posedly is fighting.
McBrayer- responded that
"the desperate comments of
the state auditor, as usual,
deserve no reply" and that he
would continue his battle on
every front to eliminate the
fuel adjustment clause under
which electric utilities pass on
coalcost . increases to
customers.
Atkins, an opponent of the
state administration which
favors McBrayer, made his
allegations Wednesday in a
Lexington news conference
and issued a statement to
which he attached the official
annual reports Of the East
Kentucky Power Co. for the
past three years.
He said they show that the
law firm of Tarrant, Combs,
Bullitt and McBrayer has
received a total of $127,055
from the utility firm, "most of
which was for the purpose of
securing rate increases."
This underlines, Atkins said,
Gov. Julian Carroll's recent
purported remark to utility
managers at Owensboro that
McBrayer really did mid mean
what he Was saying about
-abolishing the fuel clause.
The interpretation of the
governor's remarks last week
has been in dispute. No
newsmen were at the meeting.
"Obviously, George Atkins
doesn't know what he's talltiag
about," said McBrayer, who
was campaigning in Clay
County. "He's the most
negative candidate I've ever
seen. I haven't been employed
by that law firm in 2 12 years. I
have never represented ,a
client before the PSC."
, McBrayer has come out
Strongly against the fuel
clause, to the extent of filing a
lawsuit with seven others
before the Energy Regulatory
Commission -which now has
the case under advisement.
"I dislike the fuel ad-
justment rate as much as
anyone," Atkins said. "But, I
think it is grossly unfair for
Mr. McBrayer to malign the
employees of utility com-
panies and their families
simply for his OWD political
gain."
McBrayer said by telephone
that ",the people of Kentucky
know that I am oonunitted to
, removing the automatic fuel
adjustment clause from
electric bills — whether
through my legal action or in
the courts or as governor."
He Said that when Kentucky
Utilities Co. "can declare as
they did this week tripled
profits in the firstquarter, the
people know something is
wrong with the system. I in-
tend to change that system
and restore integriloy to the
ratemaking process."
The fuel clause. appears to
be growing as a Campaign
issue in the Democratic race.
John Y. Brown Jr. defended
it Tuesday at Owensboro as a
cost saver. Two other major
candidates, U. Gov. Thelma
Stovall and former Louisville
mayor Harvey Sloane, favor
abolition of the fuel clause.
Stock Market
Prices 01 stuck of local interest at
noon, EDT, today , furnished to the
Ledger 4 Times by First of Michigan,
Corp , of Murray, are as follows
Industrutl Avg .457
Air Products  iiSe




air) sler  unc
Ford Motor 44% unc
GAF 1341 tine
General Care 75 une
General Dynarna 3 )24•Ard
lmneral Motors sr4-3,
General Tire 261 4%
Goodnch 11044-54
Rai (fees 11N-Asi








Reasons why SNAPPER owners
wouldn't own any other:
_I Walk-behind Models, with inexpensive accessories-will mow, discharge
cuttings evenly, vacuum, bag, mulch cuttings and shred leaves
2 Riders and walk-behind models deliver a smooth, professional cut,
even during tough conditions. They also cut more, faster, because of the
efficient transfer of power from their engines
3Largacapacity grass catchers need emptying less frequently:
especially those with tha30 bushel Bag-N-Wagon.
4 The floating cutting unit on riders minimizes scalping and damage
to the mower
5 A wide selection of moWing speeds gives flexibility for varying lawn •
,conditiops; without loss of cutting power..
Belgre you buy a mower compare the quality and performance features
of a SNAPPER. You'll'fincLSNAPPER is worth more brecauge4 does more.
And, its priCao4s competitive with other quality mowers. -
Any way you cut it
it's a snap with a SNAPPER'
ma- aloCir immov mow maw Ana- mow maw mow saw mow
The First Chevy Of The 80's Chevy Citation
Keno That Gieat G.M. Feeling
With Genuine G.M.Parft 4.
Highway 641
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EDITOR'S NOTE — For reasons beyond our control,
today's crossword puzzle has not yet arrived. We are
substituting the accompaning Tele-Puzzle in its place.
The syndicate that supplies the regular crossword has
been contacted and it should resume within a few days.
•
I 2 3 4 5 1 16 7 8 9
10 ' 11 12


































1.6 Portrayer of Hutch. 30 Miss MacGraw
shown 31 Singer-Guthrie
10 Miss Streisand 32 Repair
11 Elaine and Dinah 34 Kilt
13 Unrefined metal 35 -Jaffe
14 Greek muse of poetry 38 Require
16 Superlative suffix 40 Love-Life
17 Negative prefix 41 -Shore
18 Drinking aid 43 Astaire's initials
19 Musical note 44 Timetable abbreviation
20 Moon vehicles 46 Tennessee's Ford
23, ij3arnyard enclosure 47 Clark or Rogers
24 Buttons• is red 48 Bernadette -
26 Patricia -- 50 A Jim's last name
28 iProofreaders word 52 Jagger or Jones







6 TV variety offering
7 Scoreless tie
8 Suffix denoting action
9 Caron or Nielsen 4
10 Seethe
11 Remain





25 Put in a row
27 -Genn






39 -of Our Lives
41 Bruip
42 One side of a coin
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EDITOR'S NOTE - A lot of
kids labeled slow readers or
poor achievers really aren't.
Some, given good teaching
and accurate testing, have
managed to escape a lifetime




- Today's problem reader
won't 4 necessarily be
tomorrow's illiterate. In fact,
says Anabel Newman, an
Indiana University education
professor, today's low
achievvers in grade school
can be tomorrow's college
graduates.
"I worked with a boy in fifth
grade who not only could not
red, he would not read," she
says. "He has now finished his
master's in fine arts; he has
had paintings displayed in the
Metropolitan ( Museum of
Art), and he is reading
voluminously in the areas he's
interested in.,,
The young • man's struggle
against the odds of being
pigeon-holed as a functional
illiterate along with some 20
million other Americans is
chronicled in a long-range
study begun by Mrs. Newman
in 1464 in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Of the 400 first-graders
pegged as low achievers, 310
remained in the study at the
end of the first year. Of those,
135 were located when they
reached 11th grade. Based on
tests and interviews .With
them, she concluded that 89
were no longer low achievers
but were at or above average.
Finally, on 20 who reached
12th grade, she did case
histories based on interviews
with students and parents,
tests, graphs of achievement
for each school year. Of those,







FRO PARING AT RAAB DOOR
but the other 10 were con-
sidered achievers.
What made the difference?




'1 would see certain kinds of
things as being terribly basic:
A certain kind of caring at-
titude in the home mixed with
good teaching in which
teachers are sensitive to what
kids need ... and would push
them hard enough so that they
measure up to the standards
set for them.
All of her test pupils had
below normal general lear-
ning ability,pn the basis of the
Metropolitan itteadiness. Test
they took in' first grade. Vet,
she says, those children given
the five variables went on to
successful academic careers.
While her group did poorly
on reading competency tests,
she said they scored about
average on general in-
telligence tests - which
turned out to be one of the
most accurate predictors of
their potential.
"These were not dumb kids.
But they were kids who were
going in a little bit different
direction sometimes tIvri
what society would say they
ought to be going," she says.
Unfortunately, she added,
most such youngsters are
immediately categorized as
problem children.
"I worked with one child 
whohad been labeled ---and -
scheduled for special
education. He turned out to be
a very artistic child:- He was
not mentally retarded. He had-
net7er been trained to read,
but he should never have been
placed in special education.
LITERARY AWARDS
NEW YORK (AP) -
Fourteen authors will receive
the 1979 awards for excellence
in literature, given by the
Amerjcan Academy and
Institute of Arts and Letters,
May 23. '
Eight writers will .get a
$4,000 award. They are critic-
journalist Arlene Croce;
novelist Barry Hannah;
novelist and shortstop' writer
James McConkey; writer
Robert M. Pirsig; teacher and
critic Richard Poirier, and
poets John N. Morris, Philip
Schultz and Dave Smith.
MIMS
A5 WE WALK THROU6H




WE CAN SEE ANTS
BEETLES, CUTWORMS
TRIPS, MEALKBU6S...
ALL SORTS OF CREATURES
OFFICER—WHAT IS THE
PINE FOR WALKING  





( PONT TELL SARGE, BUT
k I'm GONNA CATCH A
COLIPLA Z'S
POTION  ,










;i4 IT WILL BE












NO, OLIVER, I'VE NEVER








pip HE I THINK
GO?!
r4401
SAW d41/4/ BORN -- SAW
THEM MARRIE(2„ NOW
A BABY ! HOPE .
NOTHING'S WRONG„
Aomori,
EVERY DAY IS SALE DAY 1011110.11SSIFIEDSI
.1. LEGAL NOTICE I. LEGAL NOTICE- 6. HELP WANTED  19. FARM EQUIP.
LEGAL NOTICE
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
In accordance with Section 10, 401 KAR 6:015,
the Murray Water System hereby gives notice that
the maximum contaminant level for coliform bac-
teria was exceeded during its recent reporting
period of February and March 1979.
The test results for coliform bacteria indicate that
some contamination has occured. Coliform bacteria
is not considered harmful, but its presence is a
reliable indicator that harmful bacteria could have
been present.
Investigation indicates that the test r,sults were
possibly caused by improper sampling technique by
a water plant trainee. Unless samples are taken in
prescribed manner external contamination of the
sample will result, and evidence indicates that may
have happened in this instance.
The purpose of the Safe Drinking Water Act
(PL93-523) is to safeguard the water consumed by
the public throughout the United States. This law
requires that frequent testing is done to assure
quality and the absence of disease bearing or harm-
ful substance and to keep the public informed.
At this time the Murray Water System has
retested the water and this problem has not reap-
peared. The water is constantly treated and tested
to protect the public health.
LEGAL NOTICE
The city of Murray is accepting bids for two 12,000
gallon, L4 inch gauge steel underground storage
tanks to be delivered to 201 Andrus Drive.
Bids should be submitted no later than 1:30 p.m.
May 9th.
Tanks should have Mid-West openings and be
U.L. approved.
Mail to:











1 It's AFactFree GiftWrappingIs A Specialty AtStarks Hardware12th & Poplar753-1227FREE PARKING'
GOD IS LOVE. I John 4:8.
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness; and all these
things shall be added unto
you Matthew 6:33. 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants. NOT A TAPE. 759-
46600. gible Facts and Free
Store. ''Hear, our broadcast -
Sundays at 12 30 on WSJP. 
Win A New 500.00
Yamaha Moped.













Must sell all plants Friday
and Saturday after 3 00 p m
Also Sunday Call 767-6255 un-
til 5 00p.m College Courts
NOTICE
- Sealed bids will be accepted
through May 5th for the
upkeep of the Temple - Hill
Cemetery. Give bids to John





- Specializing in removing


















Anyone wanting to con-
ribute to the upkeep of








5. LOST & FOUND
FOUND: MINATURE
Collie, has white around
neck, light colored. Call 753-
1636 for mbre information.
LOST: SEVEN year old male
Beagle in Wiswell area, no
collar. Ptipne 753-5739. 
6. HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,















FULL TIME florist designer.
Send resume to Box 32 N,
•Murray, KY.






Experienced clean up man






• tur• to .ncluda tr. your,.
man lame.t he parents hoe
the tome". to suet breams
op f...R6 62, Mt ettweetion
nos. tooth a GoSden Yokel,
Plan .teud by %ISA Li%
Insurance Coaymny






14. WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS deliver or will
pick up. Call 474-8854 or 527-
1315.
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pm,
474-8838
1965 to 1967 MODEL
CHEVROLET or GMC




Volkswagon bug. Must be in
good condition. 1-345-2794.
WANT TO buy: 1970 to 19775
Camero body, body- and
interior must be in excellent
shape. 753-2470.
WANTED: 200 amp service
pole for trailer. $27-9526 or
437-4292..
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
CHAIN SAW chains, .38"
pitch for 16" bar, $10.59; 20"
. bar, $11.99; 24" bar, $14.55.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
FOR SALE: wheelchair
ramp for the house, one
.electric wheelchair, one push
wheelchair, potty chair,
chrome patient lift, arms for
commode. Call 753-2271.
FOR SALE: used tobacoo
sticks, tool boxes for pickup '
truck, Odds and ends. Call- -
753-4566.
MARINE BATTERY, 36
month -80 amp, $26.99; 60
month 95 amp, $36.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SKIL SAW sale model 538,
$29.99; model 574, '$34.99;
model 559, $54.99; model 552,
$66.69; model 553., $72..99;
model 554, 5799.99.  Wallin
TWdWare,
TIRE CHAINS, 078-14; twin
size bed frames; GE Carry
Cool air conditioner, one
year old; girl's bike, new
tires, 4 steel belted radial
tires, size D-78-14; 10 gallon
aquarium, complete with
fitters and pumps; one-floor





back easy chair, $25: gold
nylon easy chair, $20; 3 piece
Basset bedroom set, $125;
brown naugahyde modern
couch, $40: small antique
occassional table, $25; an-
tique maple child's roll-tbp
desk, $95; Black and Decker
vibrating sander, $12; and a
roll away bed, $25. Call 1-345
-2794.
DELUXE PINE dinette table
with 6 captains chairs. 753-
5490
DEEP FREEZOR, 15 ft.,
$125; used electric stove, $40.
Call 753-5750, 902 Main.
MAPLE TWIN beds, com-
plete; 7 piece wood dinette
set; stereo; coffee table and
end tables. 753-8615
OLD KITCHEN cabinet pie
_ ......sffije-pals_dtesser, 16,000 BTU
air conditioner. Also house to
be moved. Weekdays after
4: 30 pm call 437-4693.
PAIR I . Worts). „
Book representatives, ex-
cellent market, local
training. Call 753-4161 or 435-
4426 after 5 pm




OWN YOUR own retail
apparel shop. Offer the latest
in jeans, denims and sgor.
tsWear $14,850 includes •
beginning inventory, fix
tures, and training. Open in
as little as? weeks anywhere
in the U S.A (Also infants
and childrens shop) Call
Sue, toil free, 1 800 874 4780.
-NOTICE on.
The City of Murray has a vacancy atathe city landfill
for the position of heavy equipment operator.
Salary will be comengtrate with experience and in-
cludes retirement, hospitalization and vacation
benefits. Applications may be•obtained at the. City
Clerk's Office, City Hall Building and will be ac-
cepted until May 10, 1979, 5:00 p.m. The City of
Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer
operating under an Affirmative Action Plan,
Jerry Wallate, SuperintendeT
RUG, 5X2, EARLY
American chair, dining room
table, and lots of little items.
Call 753-8129.
WURLITZER ORGAN, like
new. Philco stereo, RCA
color t.v console, 17' upright
frost free Amana freezer.
Westinghouse ,washer and
dryer. All in excellent con-





Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. 5th
601 FORD TRACTOR wit;
plow and disk in good cost
dition. Call after 5 pm, 247-
4652
16 HP FORD hydraulic
garden tractor with 10 pieces
of equippment, $3600 Phoile
759-47999 
7 HP MASSEY FergusOn




wagons, double wide, 24'
long 1 886 6029 in HopkOs-
sville after 6 pm.
40 PIECES OF tobaCi-o




New, Sturdy, 24' -long.
See Bob Nanney 107
4th St. or Phone 753-
4937 or 753-1951 nights.
SNAPPER MOWER blades,
26", 28", 30", your choice,
$5.99 each. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
SPRAYERS, 2 GALLON,
$12.99; 3 gallon, $13.99,
stainless steel, 3 gallon,
$29.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
TILLER, 5 HP with Briggs
and Stratton engine, chain
drive, $209.99. Wallin Har-
dware, Paris.
TRACTOR BATTERIES, 24
month guarantee, 6 volt 173
ammp,. group 3 EH, S44.99,.12
volt, 110 -amps, group 30 H.
544.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
TWO SIX room side loading -
scoffold wagons, one year
old, $240 each. Call 753 3465.
WEED EATER, Model 500 or
507, $39.99. Why pay that high
price when you can purchase
Model 22011 RotoShear for
only $32.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
WHEELBARROWS, $115.88,























- PRACTICE PIANOS -
BALDWIN 9 FT. USED '
CONCERT GRAND
— In Mint Condition _
LONARDO
PIANO CO.4
r  from Poid OW. Pans. Tenn
MARSHALL AMP, 50 watt, 4
years old, excellent con-







$3999. Colors, $4/ 1Va Ilin
Harsfware, Paris.
EARTHWAY PRECISION
garden seeder corrrptete With
six plates, $30.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
ONE LOT in Elm Grove





33 Tears Experience, Complete Handling of IA ercltandtse
Geserwitieed 100% Collection. Free Advertising
It Pays To Call Chester's
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All f)a, Wed.
Monday-Friday 7: 30--Nooncl Sak(irday 7 30 til 5,00
PRICE HAIR CUT St 50 PRICE SHAVE SI 25
For hospital & house calls plains cell 753-3615 one day ni
wince. Notary Public Service.
NOTICE
The City of Hazel will accept bids to remove and
dispose of all materials of an old building adjacent
to Fire House and City Hall in Hazel. This job may
be viewed during business hours and bids should be
submitted by May 7th, 1979. Contact: Joe Thompson
492-8424 or John Shendock 492-8735.
•
-•  • •  •a
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ME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
24. MISCELLANEOUS 
BATHTUBS, WHITE, 5'
steel, $6199, Colors. $6999
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
FOR SALE Western saddle,
753 3052 •
RAPID GRO, 8 oz , S1.39; 116
04.J2.19, 32 oz , 53.775; 5 lb.,
v.75, 10 lb., 511 85 • Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
RAPID SHARPENER for
precision saw chain filing,
oftlY $1299 at Wallin Hard
ware, Paris
STAINLESS STEEL kitchen
Sink, double compartment, 4
hole, self rimming, $29 99,
$3999 $49 99. Wallin Har
aware, Parts
SAW DUST for, sTalei
Shoemaker Lumber Coin
pany, McKenzie, TN (901)
352 5777
26. TV-RADIO
C B. RADIO for sale Cobra
21 with Hustler 'antenna,
good working condition Can
be plugged into cigarette
lighter $40 Work 753 9694,
home 753 6331, ask. for
David
FOR SALt CO radio and
antenna Also FM converter
753 3662 after 4 30 pm
ZENITH T v sale! Friday
and Saturday at Sisson s, 19
miles West ot Murray on
Highway 94 25 inch color
console for 5569 95 Phone
382 2177.s
• 
• 27. MOB. HOME SALES
16 X 20 TWO BEDROOM,
turn•shed gas heat $3750
, Call 753 3016
27. MOB. HONIE_ALE S
FOR SALE 1972 Toronado
122 X 50, 2 tieciroom, gas
heat, some furniture
Located Fox Meadows.
$4000 753 6950 after 5 pm
FOR SALE 2 mobile home
One ts a Stardust 68 X 12, has
3 bedrooms, 2 baths Also a
LaSalle, 56 X 12 2 bedrooms
and 2 baths For moil in
formation call Murray 474
8880 -






1974, 12 X 70 TUFCO
MOBILE home, furnished, 2
bedrooms. 2 lull baths, un
derpinnect wrtly faree porch,-
57459 7538260 Located at 215
R,veria Courts
23. MOB. HOME -RENTS 
TWO BEDROOM mobile
horhe Call 474 8805 after 5
• pm.
TWO BEDROOM, 6,11 South
5150 753 8681 
29. HEATING & COOLiNG
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners. 753-1551 or 753-
9104
30. BUS. RENTALS
CLEANUP SHOP for rent
641 South 492 8413.
1,000 SQUARE FEET in
Southside Shopping Center,
753-6612.






SALE ENDS APRIL 28
L A 11- Enr- -1 s
753-7676
fireball Canter amssr,) AB Sta.-James& Bet” Clayt, .-er, Murray, Ky.
32. APTS. FOR RENT




washer and dryer hookUP,
central air Call 753 7550
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOMS for rent,
girls only 753 3313 or 753
8275
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT 4 room house,
located on old Murray and
Paris Road. $50 deposit, $100
per month No pets Phone
492 8360_
HOUSE FOR rent 753-4546.










Hiwoys 45-SI & Pur. Pity
''''"`"" OW SEAFOOD BUFFET
Every Friday & Saturday Hight!
-Music by Sounder-
As fisationsif in Nee rer-Emei Liring section r
no Memphis Commercial Appeal
6 IA Howl dinner at The Born. then star at the
14oGclay Inn in Fulton for'2 price IrT, Sae os Son
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP._ _ _
BAY MARE for sale. 753
8770.







puppies, 2 yellow females, 9
weeks old, had all shot,,
Reasonable 753-3406
AKC REGISTERED Pug
puppies, these adorable pups
make real nice pets 753 7438
GREAT DANE and






puppies, 6 weeks old. 753
5696
41. PUBLIC SALES
6 FAMILY YARD sale.
F riday and Saturday, 8 till
12., Fox Meadows lot E 12
Odds and ends, crafts, ladies
clothes size 9 to 18. shoes Size
annd 6 , boat, truck, toys,.
baby clothes, fishing gear,
etc Cancelled if rainey
FIVE POR TY rummage
sale, Saturday, April 28111 at
'he American Legion
Building. starting at 9 am
AUCTION SALE
lley 411 e Cwrsee's
Grocery, Kirk's!, Ky.
Complete stock of groceries







on all insurance coverage of the Murray Elec-
tric System. Information may be picked up at







and Saturday, April 27th and
28th. 1208 Peggy Ann Drive






drapes. ang knick•knacks. 
GARAGE SALE, 306
Woodlawn, Friday and
Saturday, starts at 9 am,
clothes and furniture.
RUMMAGE SALE! Aprif 24.
8 am to 6 pm Turn north in
Lynn Grove, l's miles.
Books, suntan oil, patterns,
material, toys, bicycle, all
Clothes $2 and leSs.
THREE PARTY yard sale,
Thursday and Friday, 405
Elm Street, one block south
of tire station. Men, women,
and children's clothing and
shoes. jewelry, odds and
ends, miscellaneous, farm
trailer and t611 blooded
Doberman Pincher, female
dog. 753 0357.
YARD SALE! Thursday and
Friday, from 8 am to 6 pm at
Shady Oaks Trailer Court.
trailer number 25. Clothes
and glassware.
YARD SALE! Saturday
April 28th, Highway 121 So.
past Wisehart Grocery Store,






  753 8080
Pl. 1 , ,,•••nalSenii,,
I tr F riendly TOUt
WITH-IN YOUR
REACH!! This sharp,











105 N. 12th St.
BRAND NEW CABIN, near
the lake, 1 bedrooms., living
room with beamed ceiling
Kitchen wi tk stove and
refrigerator Ind most fur
niture will -go with sale. Only
$9,900 Nelson Shroat
Realtors 759-- 1907
EVERY INCH a quality built
home custom built ' for
owner settng on 2 acres.
Owner has been transferred
from tills 3 bedroom. 2 bath
brick with double garage
Your wife will enjoy
preparing meals in „this
U shaped kitchen with ,
SeVeral feet of cabinets Dial





7 apartments, located on S
16111 next to college, for sale
Call 436 2341 anytime, or 436
2122.
IT'S WHAT • S inside that
Counts! Plenty of coin
fortable living space to en
iCiy- -living room with
dining area plus 3 queen
sized bedrooms with closets
all the way aciosS the
rooms. double vanity,
(marble) in bath Located on
quiet established street near
Schools Dial 753 1492 for
your personal showing









BRAND NEW . . . 4
Bedrm., 2L-2 bath
quality home, w/2,900





peting, sewing - hobby
rm. Large Lot - Double
Garage w/paved
drive. Call dr See This
Today. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
Purdam & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estatt




ranch style home With two
and a half baths; living room?,
dining room, TV room and
family room HeatalatOr
fireplace, heat pump, partial
floor in at, 'C storage area
and ample storage cabinets
in garage All appliances
including deluxe stove with
Porcelain fop cooking area
and micro wave overt.
refrigerator, dishwasher,
washer and dryer. Property






KY Home 753.7531 or 753 "
0101, or rail 'Linda Drake,
753 0497
43. REAL ESTATE • 4QREAL ESTATE
Time For
A Commercial
Building located at the
corner of 3rd and Math
Stree and known as
th Wl1is Grocery
Bt4J4ing. This is an ex-




Realty, 753-1222 for all
the details.
I AIN'T got nobody -- Here's
a lonesome little home that
needs a face lift and a little
love to make it happy again.
. It's a real-bargain at a rock
bottom price located on an
acre lot for only $10,000.
Offered . by Loretta Jobs
Realty dial 753 8221 or 753
















take a look at a
delightful change. This







great room, central air
and professionally
landscaped. Take a











'PE) CALL HOME . . .
About 1 mile West of,











Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St
REDUCE YOUR ENERGY RILLS
Sy petting row bears le tbe PINK whb
OWERS/ONIMNG FIKIERCHASS
Get the facts from the Leader in ltuulation Ftese.arrh. Technology,
and Energy Conservation
What LS at energy efficient home'




home: (hm) 753-0351 (Night) 435-4521_
Na •
AUCTION SALE
Saturday, April the 28th, 10 a.m. Rain or shine at the
late RutkVenable home, 605 Ellis Drive, Murray, Ky.
--- 18 ft upright freeier, Maytag automatic washer,
15.000 BTU air conditioner, portable t.v., all of these
less than 2 years old. Nice chrome dinette set, odd
beds, springs, and mattresses. Small appliances,
antique couch and chair, tredel machine, spool leg
center table, rocker, odd chairs, pictures, platform
dresser, lawn chairs, glass and china, cast iron
skillet..i.,Id lamp, pots and pans, lots or linens and




435-4128 Lynn Grove, Ky.
My experience pays big for you.
South 121h at Sycarnur•
TEL E PHONE 753. tbisi
A good home can still
be bought for less Lien
$20,000.00 and to prove
it we offer you this
seven room,
aluminum siding home
at Almo for $16,000.00.
One and a half stories,
fireplace, drapes,
carpet, outside storage
and large lot. Lots of
nice features.
TWO LOTS in Groves Height
subdivision Restricted for
your protection. The area
has lovely homes and the
location is great. Close to
town and near the lake. See








and bath. Modem kit-
chens have all built-in
appliances. Located
just outside the city
limits so you only pay
county taxes. A
beautiful way to be
- practical. Priced at
$41,500. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222.
NICELY WOODED live acre
homesites located on
blacktop road near fake Any
01 these attractively priced
PrOdert IPS can be ,bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period
John C Neubauer, Realtor,




Awit i:iioners Ne st.. ..
lApprwi set
t't• '4011479-2'i8af 4 ,. T7 II





Be the proud overseer




on six acres near Ken-
tucky Lake. Con-
structed by slave labor
in 1838, and known as
the Hamlin Home, this
rare page of history is
listed with the
National Register of











fer yew commorchei fed
Estate; ladyShoes, (irwerre





44. LOTS FOR SALE
FOR SALE 2 wooded Iota
within three miles of city
limits. Has city water. Call'
753 1380 after 6 pm.
ONE ACRE on Johnny
Robertson road north Water
availabble 160 foot frontage
Phone 753 7304
44. LOTS FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 2 lots in
Baywood Vista subdivision,
no 18 and no.19 orrLakevievy
Road $2000 each. Ofie L
Rainey, 403 Edge Ave .
Valparaiso, FL 32580
Telephone 1904) 678 1396.
4$. FARMS FOR SALE
30 ACRES OF land, also a 6
foot Woods bushog. 436 5818.
46.  HOMES FOR SALE 
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom, 2
bath, living, dining, and
family room with fireplace
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near
Murray High, 811 Doran
Road 753 8405
BY OWNER: 4 bedrooms,
2! ; baths, living room, dining
room, kitchen, studt
laundry, large family ripoPh
with fireplace, heat pump,
welt insulated, 2 years old.
Gatesborough. 759-1149.
FOR SALE by owner: • 3
bedroom brick, close to
college, city school district,
economical gas heat. Large
lot with trees, fenced back




641 Auction House, Paris, TN.
This week a good load from Lansing, Michigan. Oak
kitchen cabinet, round oak table, set of oak chairs,
walnut quilt box, walnut Victorian table, brass cash
register, cut glass, depression gss. china,









• Lily Pad Skiminsir
• 144i•rry Grrug• Vinyl Liner
eiswaletela Imatalitied
/Inanely*,
G/ea/ Savings ON 22 MODELS
• pool ladelor CALL NOW!
• Safety Ponc• Stairs
(502) 966-4258
Out of town call collect








For your rock, lime or sand hauling
need.% whether it be one truck or a fleet,
call or see Roger Hudson at
Located East on 34 •




MORE NEW LISTINGS AT KOPPERUD,REALTY
CONVENIENT LOCATION
Located on quiet residential street only 3 blocks
from shopping area, this roomy 3 bedroom home
has alot to offer. Central heat and air, abundant
storage areas including walk-in clhsets,
NEW HOME-NEW LISTING
Three bedrooms, 11/2 baits, central heat and air,
attached garage-priced in the 40's. Located 4
miles from city limits.
automatic garage door opener on 2 car garage.






and take a Ibis 4 bedroom home with
economic gas heal attractive cedar sidin-
g and
an affordable Or • the 30's'
COUNTRY CONVENIENCE
Over 3000 square feet of living area in this 5 or 6
bedroom, 3 bath home located at the city's other
boundary. Situated on 2 acres, this home offers




r,•;: lnr,ehrornwehin jolevamosd 1r1...
T. I,,,setit, situ.o,Ikr::1„1ri1..nt,siviltInrlulf I • 14 1:10)
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Three bedrooms, 1 1,12 bath, den with fireplace,
fenced yard and lovely, covered deck for those
outdoor cookouts. You'll love the landscaping
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PUT IT IN THE
46. HOMES FOR SALE 47. MOTORCYCLES
BUY NOW and pick your
wallpaper and carpet on this
new 4 bedroom house in
Canterbury. Call 753 3903 for
appointment.
BY OWNER: Lovely three
bedroom brick with garage
and paved drive. Spacious
fenced backyard. Priced in
30's. Call 753-9265. .
FOR SALE : 3 beciroorn-brit4
house, large living room, 1/2
baths. Located in Allen
subdivision near Cadiz, KY.
Phone 4892564.
TWO BEDROOM hOuse for
sale by owner at 502.N 5th
Street. Can be seeleoby'ap-
pointment. Call 753.3054 after
1975 MR 175 HONDA. perfect
condition. Call 753-9500 after
4 pm.
1977 TT SOO, AND 19778 XS
400. Both run good, 8850 each.
Call 4367317.
TL-250, TRAIL bike. Call 753-
450f. 
1975 YAMAHA MX 100, good
condi tioltp runs good. Call
753-6863. 
- 1975 ZUSK I GT-380, excellent
condition. Call 7537853.
T-HR EE ROOM cabin_
Furnished and--aecluded. 10
miles front-Murray lust off 94
E, 2 miles from Kentucky
Lake. No well or Water.
Priced at $4000 or best offer.
753-3625.
47. MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE: 1973 Honda 350-
& in good Shape. TwO
helmets will be given to
buyer. 759-4826. Call between
100 am and3 pm. 
1972 HONDA CL 350.7534403.
MUST SELL! 1976 Honda
750. Top running rondition,
$1250 or best offer. Call 753-
9413.
NEW 1979 250 YZ. 500
Yamaha, like new, dressed.
50- cc ldeliet, new. Also a
camper for sale for long
wheel base truck. Call after 6
pm, 492-8856.
48. AUTO. SERVICE
CAR BATTERIES, 24 month
guarentee, $22.88. 36 month
guarentee, 80 amp, S26.99..60




grade, white wall, 4 ply
Polyester with Road Hazard
guarantee. A78X13, $21.39
and $1.72. FET; E78(14,
$25.63 and $2.20 FET;
F78X14, $26.40 and $2.32
FET; G78X14 or 15; $28.39
and $7.54 FET; H78X14 or 15,
$30.52 and $2.76 FET;
L711)(15, s3.16 and $3.06
FET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
49. USED CARS 
1967 BUICK WILDCAT, 4
door sedan, extra clean, low
mileage. Call 753-6339. 
1967 BUICK SPECIAL. Call
436-5844:
1977 CHRYSLER COR-
DOBA, 27,000 actual miles,
AM-FM .8 track tape, wire
, wheel covers, red with white
half vinyl top. Call after 6 pm
4892788.
AUCTION
Saturday, April 28 at 10 a.m., rain or shine at
the John Lane home. Turn off Hwy. 121 South onto
the Locust 6AV. Rd.
Will sell: 14 ft. Runabout, 40 h.p. Johnson &
trailer; 50 Honda, 3 point hookup cut off saw,
rototiller, TV rotors, couch, deep freeze, built-in
oven & surface unit, battery charger, elec. Jig saw,
carnival pieces, milkglass, bar stools, living room
suit, Butane gas heater, 4 stack elec. heater, chest
of drawers, 'set of milk glass dishes, lamps, end
tables, metal awnings, window fans, 6 place setting
of pottery. •sr.
Lanterns, churns, jars, lugs, school desks, rocker,
Hull pottery, milk pitcher, shoe last, iron tea kettle,
cookware & misc. other items.
For detailed announcements day of sale, not
responsible for accidents, lunch, for all your auction
needs and information call




THE GOOD LIFE •
In exclusive Canterb




preciate. A Great Buy




must see it to ap-
sip,5oe. .
- SPACIOUS FAMILY HOME
Start your Spring without being, cramped
in this 4 bedroom B.V., located at Kirksey.
Living room with fireplace, *formal dining
room, full basement. Only $34,900.
49. USED CARS
1956 CHEVROLET, also a CB
radio. 753 3619.
1976 CORDOBA. HAS sun
roof, all extras. 498-8643
days, after 5 pm, 492-8899. 
1977 CUTLASS SUPREME
Coupe, gray and white, good
condition. Must see to ap-





58,000 actual miles, new
tires, one owner. Call 753-
0605.
19-74 CHRYSLER
NEWPORT, power and air,
one owner, goottgas miteage,
51095. 1975 El Camino, good
condition, vinyl top, side
rails, $2195. Call 489-2595.
19776 FORD ELITE, loaded,
with power seats and win-
dows, cruise, tilt, air, AM-
FM stereo tape, deluxe in-
terior and exterior trim.
53800 or best offer. Phone 759-
1429 - - 
FOR SALE: 1975 Grand
Prix, sharp, everything on it.
See--a University gulf, or
call 753-5782, or after 5, 753.
9828.
FOR SALE: 1977 two-tone
blue Monte Carlo, 33,000
actual miles, $4750. Before 5,
753-8606, after 5 pm, 753-4657.
1970 GTO PONTIAC, ex-
ceptional condition,
automatic, air conditioned,
$1395. Call 767.2879 after 9
Pm.
197,6 GRAND PRIX, tilt, AM. 
FMtape, power steering and
brakes. $3700. Call 489-2346.
1973 LINCOLN CON-
TINENTAL, 4-door Sedan,
58,000 miles, loaded with
extras. 12500. Dr. Don
Hughes, 753-2622.
1974 MONTE CARLO, white
on black on white, AM 8 track
stereo, alUrninum wheels, air
shocks. $2650 firm. 753-8257.
after 5 pm. 
1973 MERCURY MARQUIS





equipment, good car, $1250.
Call 753-9757.
197-1 MACH t. MUSTANG.-
Call 489 2521 affer 4 30 pm
1974 Buick Regal, ex-
cellent condition, air,
AM-FM radio, also 1972
Chevy Impala in good
condition. Call after 5,
753-9964. Must sell.
1975 PLYMOUTH, 2-DOOR
hardtop Grand Fury, one
owner, loaded with extras,
245,000- miles, like new. 753
6752
It: 1 4h FOR  RENDS
1979 unded Feature Synchcate Inc
'ONE NICE THING. THEY SEEM TO
BE GETTING IT CLOSER."
49. USED CARS 50. USED TRUCKS
1972 MAVERICK, POWER
and air, $600. A color console,
25 inch,i100. 492-8648.
1976 PONTIAC ASTRA, 33
mpg, excellent condition.
Call 753-4865 after 5 pm. 
1977 SILVER CORVETTE,
loaded. Call 435-4429.
TWO USED cars. 1970
F irebird and 1971 Opal
wago.nt Rough condition,




power, air, tilt, cruise, low/
mileage. Call 753-0331.
1978 THUNDERBIRD, I,,OW
mileage, full power, to and
cruise. Call 489.2275. , 
SO. usEd-ruucW
1978 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
4 wheel drive, short wheel
base, wheels, tires,,. and
accessories, low mirdage
753-0879.
1973 3,4 . TON DODGE van.
$1150. Call 436-5524.
1971 DODGE VAN, all glass,
autoniatic, 6 cylinder, good
condition. Call 759-4588 from
10 to 5, after-5 call 753-7637.
1977 1/2 DODGE FOUR wheel
drive, air, AM-FM, 1100 X 15
tires, chrome wheels
Covered under extended
warrenty, 55800 Call 753
3465. -
1977 FORD RANGER 150
pickup, 4 wheel drive, air,
Poweto brakes, power
-steering-, automatic, toolbox,
11,500 miles, one owner. S.5500
firm. Call after 5 pm, 753-
8257.




brakes. Call Rich, 762-3787
days, 753-6216 evenings.
51. CAMPERS
FOR SALE: 1976 24' camper.




Division of Atkins Gutte. Service
*Chain Link Fencing
*Western Cedar Fencing
* We Give Free Estimates *
300 So. 13th Phone I
Murray, Ky. 753-8407
This brand new 4 be4cm B.V. Tri-level
home, still undrr ruction, offers
quality, presti g. Living room,
formal dinitli; ,..n-breakfast area, 2
central el Aeat pumps. So -much
Iliimry you lt1ist see To Appeeclate. Efuy





This building on South 4th Street with
business area, in front, shop area in back
and possible living area upstairs could be
the answer to your needs. Building is on






19'. 753-1702 after &pm.
STARCRAFT AND Road
Ranger Dealpr, travel
trailors, 5th wheels, and
popup. Both new and used
Complete line, parts and
accessories, hitches, brakes,
and lights; installed White's
Camper Sales, located East
94 highway toward Ken
Laititi Murray, KY. Call 753-
00605.
TOPPER CAMPER for long
wheel base truck, $1000. 492-
8352..
TRAVEL TRAILER, located
in Ken Lake trailer park,
Highway 94, 100 yards from
Ken-Lake.. A-ir conditioned,
- gas-electric, , and -phone.
Phone 474-8843.
1974 VOLENTEER CAM-
PER, 81/2 foot, truck type,
sleeps four, good condition
with many extras. Call after
5:30 pm. 753.7274.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
1971 BOAT AND motor. 141/2'
Runabout, walk through
windshield, 50 hp Mercury
motor. Good for fishing or






Dilly trailer. Call after
4 p.m. 753-0588.
20 HP JORMON motor,
excellent condition, $350. Call
492-8836 after 5 pm. -
53. SERVICES OFFERED
APPLIANCE REPAIR
service, refrigeration and air
conditioning. Bill Rollins,
75313762.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
CAN'T GET those small lobs
around the house or mobile
home done_L. Carpentry,
painting,', plumbing,
 aluminum siding, patios,
small concrete jobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt INSULATION BLOWN in
and efficient service. Custom attics 'and walls. For free
Carpet Care. 489 2774,,  estimates call 753-7505 or 753.
CAMPER rteciAih, all
brands, Eaz-lift and Reese"JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,





LP Ah oNnDe s4C36A. 
2P5I7N3G AND lawn
way, toward _ Ken Lake, care, by the job or contract
Murray, KY. 753-0605.,  for the entire season." Call
COMPLETE ASPHALT 436-5570 after 5 pm. Free
maintenance Pawing, pat_ 'estimates. 
753-7148 or 758-9043: Located and
,X9fENSED ELECTRICIANching, also seal coating. Call
gas installation, will do
at Murray Speedway, High- plumbing, heating and air




references, V'Tbra- Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827. 
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,




realistic prices. Call for
estimates, 753-9987 after 4:30
pm
DRIVEWAYS- WHITb
rocked and graded, all size
pea gravel, free estimates.
Clifford Garrison, 753-549
after 4 pm.
'DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw




done, decks and porches built
and repaired, gutter cleaning
or installation, small
plumbing, concrete walks,
patios, and driveways also
done. Ca 11436.5570 after S PM
for tree estimates.
EXPERIENCE CAR
PENTER, small lobs, home
repair. Call 759.W45---
FOR ALL your lawn and
garden needs; breaking,
disking, mowing yard, call
492-8366 or (901) 247-5665.






753.231 10for free estimates.
HUGH OUTLAND roofing,
excellent references, call
753-1486 between 7 am and
3:30 pm, ask for Shelley.
HOUSEWORK. WANTED
Experienced, reliable, want
one or two days a week, 522
per day. Call 247-57116.
HAULING DIRT, gravel,
fertilizer. 753-4120.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, -save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears.753-2310, for free
estimates.
. TO OF THE LIST
Comfortable...livable...Beautiful...Econorni-
cal & all the things you want in a home for
your family! You'll find it all in this
spacious, 3 bedroom, 2 bath contemporary
brick ranch home. Inviting court entrance
lends a special welcome to your friends.
Beamed ceiling great rni• wifirePlace,
dining rm., walk-in closets, designer kit-
chen, 2 car garage, heat pump...only a few
of the mapy reasons why this home should







V acres with a
urn town; have a






repaired at low, low prices
Economy Repair Sho
Hazel, KY. Call Larry
Crockarell, 492 8241.
LAWNS MOWED, painting






Jack Glover; 753 1873 afker 6
pm.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP-
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat-
ching and seal coating. 753-
1537.
PAINTING OF all kinds,
home or commercial No lob




ROOFING, NEW houses. Re-
roof, built-up roof, and










make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed.
Call or write Morgan Con.
structien Co., Route 2, Box
4009A, Paducah, KY 42001,0,
call day or night, 1'14.42 7026
WILL DO plumbing,' heating
and air conditioning, repairs





WILL KEEP children 2 to 3 ,
years old in my home. Call
753 8077 after 3 pm.
WILL DO house cleaning
Call 759 4567
56. FREE COLUMN 
FREE MANURE to fertilize
your garden. Available at
Plainview Stables, Cold-
water Road, 753 0959.
We Install And
Service Everything HomeCar
Stereo's We Sell At The Starso's
World of Sound
222 So. 1216 753-5865
*Auction Sale *
- Saterday, April 28 at 10 a.m. Will sell the farm
equipment of the late Leslie Dalton. Sale will be hold
at his farm in the Taylor Store oommunity. Take
Highway 94 West out of Murray to Lynn Grove go
south at Lynn Grove on Highway 893 go ap-
proximately 2 miles turn left on Taylor Store Road
follow to sale site.
Some of the listing will be a like new 1952
Chevrolet pickup, deluxe cab, 1953 Golden Jubilee
Ford tractor, bought new by Mr. Dalton, plow, disc,
cycle mower, John Defre corn planter, tractor seed
sower, boom pole, boom spray with two barrels,
rubber tire wagon, double roller cultipneirPr, 12'
corn elevator, side boards for late model Chevrolet
pickup, shop and hand tools, 'large wash kettle,
other items too numerous to mention. Sale held rain










"Ow Service Doesn't Cost, it Pays."
Situated on 29 acres, this new Colonial
any luxuries -
1 electric heat
ric air, formal hyingpumps, cen
tin., dining rm., full basement. So much
quality you must see to appreciate.
RECIPE FOR HAPPINESS'
'Rare opportunity to buy brand-new home
full of the unusual features, you've been
wanting - at a price that insikes sense to
your budget. 3 Br., Ph baths, economical
electric baseboard heat with. individual
thermostats, new G.E. appliances - all this •
on a beautiful 2 acre lot in the country.
Don't Miss This One! •
LOOK NO FARTHER
FOR THE BEST
We have it in this superbly built new 4
B.R., 21/2 bath quality home, with 2,900 sq.
ft. Many distinctive features including
fireplace with heatolator, wet bar, com-
pactor, plush carpeting, sewing/hobby rm.
Large Lot - Double garage-wipavedlrive:
Call Us For Appointment Today. _
LOVELY CANTERBURY
_ This unique french ho dream of a
lifetime! Spac oom, large
family room, th
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Bodies Found In Home
Of Psychologist Held By
Lagos, Nigeria, Student
By REYNOLDS R. RAST
Associated Press Writer
SAN DIEGO ( AP) — The
bodies of a woman, stabbed
through the heart with a
kitchen knife, and her 4-year-
old daughter. who had been
_strangled, were found in the
home of a psychologist held
hostage by a Nigerian ex-
change student,police said.
The student, Newman
Augustine Osebor of •Eagos.
Nigeria, was shot and killed
Thursday on an interstate
highway after a 3hour
standoff with police,
authorities say.
"My life was .for them,"
cried Alejo Puentes Wed-
nesday after the bodies of his
wife, Candelaria, and
daughter. Norma, were
removed from the home of
Richard E. Townsend. "They
were the best, they were
fantastic. How could anyone
do this to a little girl and her
mother?"
.Mrs. Puentes, 24. had
...worked as a maid for Town-
send, a criminal psychologist.
Police said Townsend awas
abducted Wednesday at
gunpoint, forced to withdraw
money from a bank and held
hostage by Osebor.
The 22-year-old Osebor was
fatally shot by police after,
holding Townsend hostage in
the doctor's sports car on
Interstate 8. Townsend was
unhurt in the shooting.
Police spokesman am
Robinson said Osebor °nee
had lived in Townsend's home
and may have used a .45-
caliber automatic pistol the
doctor reported stolen from
his home on Tuesday.
Townsend's estranged wife,.
Suzanne. had contacted police
early Wednesday to say she





Haggin said Mrs. Puentes was
stabbed through the heart
with a kitchen knife that was
found in the body, while her
daughter was strangled.
Police would not confiritn
whether Osebor was the killer.
Police forced Townsend's
car off the freeway after
receiving an alarm shortly
before noon from a ' Point
Lorna branch of San Diego
Trust & Savings.
Townsend had gone to his
home early Wednesday.
discovered _Osebor there and
was forced- at gunpoint to
drive to the bank where he
withdrew less than $1,000,
authorities said. Osebor
waited outside in the car,
aiming a gun into the bank.
The California Highway
Patrol blocked off a six-mile
stretch of normally bustling
Interstate 8 from California
163 to the intersection of




and shotguns on Osebor
during the ordeal as he chain-
smoked cigarettes and
refused, police demands to
surrender his pistol and free
the doctor.
' Finally, the two men em-
braced and shook hands. A
few minutes later, Osebor
pushed open the passenger
door of the car and tossed oUt
his jacket before backing .out
of the vehicle — his gun still
trained oh Townsend.
Seconds later, Osebor spun
around and fired a shot at
police, who returned a burst of
seven shots that cut him down.
A spokeswoman at Merey
Hospital said Osebor was dead
on arrival of multiple gunshot





FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Bill Cox. a Democratic can-
didate for lieutenant gover-
nor, says Gov. Julian Carroll
appears to have overlooked
his role in taking credit for
funds obtained to complete the
Jefferson Freeway.
Cox took issue Wednesday
with the governor's remarks
to. eight Democratic
legislators at Louisville.
Cox, the state campaign
manager for Carroll in 1975,
contended Carroll erroneously
claimed he obtained money
for part of the freeway when
the matter was accomplished
by Cox as federal highway
administrator.
He also quipped that the
governor's pledge to obtain
---mOre out of
President Carter, even after
Carroll's term ends, -in-
dicates to me that the
governor is planning oh
becoming the federal highway
administrator.,"
"This brings an interesting
situation to light," Cox said in
a telephone interview. -He
wants one of my old jobs and I
want one of his' old jobs."
Carroll is a .former lieutenant
governor.
Cox said Carroll's com-
ments on the freeway in
southern Jefferson County
"are misleading" in part.
Carroll said Tuesday that he
went to President Carter to




LEXINGTON, Ky. I AP ) --
Lexington's July 4 festival,
cancelled last sear because of
planning problems, is on bgain
this year
Mayor James Amato 'and
members of the Urban County
Festival Committee detailed
5offie scheduled activities at a
IWNis conference Tuesday.
-A I0,000-mpter run through.
downtown l,exingtou kicks off
the festgval. and _committee
cochairman John Irvin salT
there may be as many as 2,500
entrants.
Other scheduled activities
include an arts and crafts fair,
parade, music and dancing at
various locations and a hot air
balloon rai-e Amato said the
festival would be funded „by
gr.ants from local businesses
and industncv
of Transportation designate a
portion of the Jefferson
Freeway as a part of the in"
lerstate highway system-a.
4tep he said produced $.50
million. as part of the money
needed to complete the entire
freeway in the next few.4ears.
Cox said the amount in-
volved actually is $55.7 million
and the allocation "was signed
by me on April 28.-1-978-twhile
I was serving as federal high-
way administrator."
He said the decision was his
to make and at no time did the
president or any other federal
officials ask, encourage or
direct him to do anything. -
"I feel compelled to set the
record straight," Cox said,
"Although I have no desire to
'engageln any running dispute.
with Gov. Carroll."
Cox has been an intimate of
Carroll for a number of years,
including Carroll's tenure as
lieutenant governor.
The two reportedly split
openly more than a year ago
when Cox indicated privately
he wanted to run for governor..
Carroll's preference was
Terry McBrayer, then his
state commerce com-
missioner, who he has since
endorsed.
During a heated. argument
in Washington, Carroll
practically ordered Cox to
stay out of the gubernatorial
contest. Cox later resigned his
federal post to run for
lieutenant governor.
Although Carroll has not
endorsed anyone in that race,
Cox is believed to have the
support of many voters who
back McBrayer.
The latest disagreement
between Cox and Carroll
stems from Carroll's
disclosure that bids will lic
taken in October for con-
struction of 2.2 miles of the
freeway where it. crosses
Interstate 65 at Louiville.
Use Of Funds To
Be Explained
• Nxrnwr. !Cr( AP) •
TKrICI;rifliCkS: -Mph rtfnent- of
Education will hold regional
meetings next month to advise
local yhool superintendents
on how to apply for federal
funds for libraries, in-
structional equipMent,
counseling and testing.
The dates and sites witf be




AND BATAVUS MoPEDS GO TOGETHER
LIKE YOU AND
YOUR WEEKEND
COME IN AND SEE OUR
McGREGOR DRIZZLER JACKET
COLLECTION AND REGISTER
TO WIN ONE OF TWO JACKETS
TO BE AWARDED AT A DRAWING
" TO BE HELD MAY 5TH
THE WINNERS OF THE TWO JACKETS
ARE ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE
IN A DRAWING FOR A BATAYUS MOPED
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Entry blanks and boxes in Men's
Outerwear Dept. You can register
any time between April 27-May 4th
You need not be present to win.
Employees of Corn-Austin
McGregor and Batavus, their
families and associates not
eligible. The Batavus MoPed is non-exchangeable,
non-refundable and non-transferable
Test Ride A Batavus MoPed at
Murray Sport & Marine, 718 S. Fourth *
And Register to win a McGregor
Drizzler jacket. Get your entry
Blank at Corn-Austin
Drawing to be held at Corn Austin
and again employees of Corn-Austin,
McGregor and Batavus, their families
and associates are not eligible. -
1
1111 • 611.9• go, As. T
McGregor's smashing new DRIZZLER'
of Dacron polyester and, cotton
Zeper treated for lasting weather
and stain resistance. Roomier raglan
sleeves, stand up collar and move with you
action back, makes this the perfect all
around sportswear jacket for
all active sportswear. Available in
4 colors and in sizes 36 to 46
Corn-Austin
MEN'S AND BOY'S CLOTHING
Downtown Murray
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